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1. Introduction

1.1. Blloticn in speech
When a person speaks, articulated patterns of sound are produced which are
recognized as words or sentences. In these pattems of sound, cues may be
perceptible indicating the speaker' s feelings. A distinction can be drawn
between the verbal ancl the vocal content of an utterance. verbal content can be
clefined as the lexical and syntactic information contained in an utterance,
whereas vocal content can be defined as the reflection of the atti tudinal or
emotional state of the speaker in the speech signal. Various psychological
changes which can affect speech behaviour may occur when a person is exposed to
an emotion-producing situation, such as an increased respiration rate, dryness
of the mouth and a disorganization of motor response. 'lbese changes may have an
influence on, among other things, the waveform and the frequency of the pulses
of the vocal cords, as well as on the te1ÇO of the speech (Williams & Stevens
1972:1239-1240).
'Die aha of the present study is to iclentify parameters in the speech signa]. that
contribute to the rec:ognizability of saae emoticns in Bristish Bnglish speech.

Earlier studies examining parameters for idenfification of emotions were either
correlational or yielded contradictory results. Besides, all these studies
investigated parameters in emotional speech of languages other than British
English.

In different fields of research, there is a need for text-to-speech systems
which are able to produce emotional speech. For example, text-to-speech systems
which will read texts f rom novels should be able to make a difference in
pronouncing sentences like: '"Come here", he said angrily' as opposed to '"Come
here", he said joyfully' • A text-to-speech system which is able to produce
emotional speech could also be applied in man-machine interfaces which employ
the modality of speech. Man-machine interfaces which employ speech are being
developed for use in space ships, so as to give astronauts the opportunity to
c011111Unicate with the computer without having to use their hands. If a sentence
such as: "Close the incubator door" were pronounced in a waming tone, this
would probably acld to the effectiveness of the system. This study should also be
seen as an attempt to develop recipes for producing certain emotions in computer
speech.

1.2. Literature survey
Since as early as 1935, studies have been conducted on the characteristics and
the recognition of vocal expressions of emotion. Almost all of these studies
have been based on American English vocal expressions of emotion. These studies
usually contained the following procedure: When appropriate emotional speech
material had been obtained from one or more speakers, this was presented to
listeners for identification. When identifying emotional speech material,
listeners usually had to choose the emotion they thought was represented from a
fixed set of alternatives comprising the same emotion terms which had been
employecl by the speakers. Another identification method was to have listeners
rate the emotional speech on semantic differential scales. Olaracteristics of
vocal expressions of emotion have been described in terms of values of
perceptual or acoustic parameters.
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1.2.1. Spontaneous vs siDJlatecl stimuli
For several reasons, most of the studies on vocal expressions of emotion have
not used spontaneously produced emotional utterances as speech mate rial. One
reason is that spontaneous emotional utterances are difficult to acquire.
Moreover, very often recordings of spontaneous speech are not free of background
noises. Furthermore, verbal content of an utterance is in most cases not neutral
when using spontaneous emotional speech, so when aiming at assessing the extent
to which emotional meaning can be derived from the vocal content of an
ut te rance, one should eliminate the verbal content f rom the vocal content.
Techniques used for eliminating the verbal content often have the disadvantage
that some of the vocal content is masked too, thus making it difficult to
measure the role of the vocal content. One advantage of using simulated
expressions of emotion is that one can see to it that the verbal content of the
emotional utterance(s) to be produced will not influence the judgements on the
vocal content. This can be achieved by keeping the verbal content neutral.
1.2.2. Elimination of verbal content
For the elimination of verbal content, several techniques of content-masking
( techniques which mask the verbal content of emotional utterances but which
preserve (most of) the vocal content) have been used. To give some examples:
recorded speech was played backwards, recorded speech was cut into pieces which
were put back together in random order (the technique of random splicing, see
also section l.2.5.2.), and recorded speech was passed through an electronic
lowpass filter (the technique of electronic filtering, see also section
1.2.5.2. ). However, these techniques may not only mask the verbal content of
emotional utterances, but they may also lead to the loss of vocal parameters
relevant to the perception of emotions.
Another method investigators f requently used in order to eliminate the verbal
content was to have speakers convey different emotions to meaningless speech
mate rial, such as letters or numerals, or to standard sentences or standard
passages the verbal content of which was considered to be emotionally neutral.
When speech presented to subjects had a meaningless or constant verbal content,
it was claimed that only the recognition of the vocal content was measured in
the identification procedure. However, the content-standard sentences or
content-standard passages used in these studies have rarely been evaluated on
neutrali ty. Resul ts of these studies should therefore not be taken to be
conclusive: one can never be sure whether the recognition of a certain emotion
conveyed to standard sentences or standard passages the neutrality of which was
not tested beforehand, was not partly due to the transmission of the emotion via
. the verbal channel. To give an example, the following passage was used in a
number of studies: "There is no other answer. You've asked me that question a
thousand times, and nrt reply has always been the same. It always will be the
same." (Fairbanks & Pronovost 1939, Fairbanks & Hoaglin 1941, Ross, OUffy,
Cooker & Sargeant 1973, oavi tz 1964). This passage was embedded in different
paragraphs designed to express certain emotions. However, the neutrality of this
passage was not tested prior to the execution of the actual experiments. Kramer
(1963) reports that he presented the passage in typescript toa group of raters
and found it significantly most frequently identified as 'anger'. For a later
experiment undertaken by himself, Kramer ( 1964) nevertheless used a passage
which was only slightly different from the one used in the studies mentioned
2
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before: " There is no other answer. You've asked • that before. My reply bas
always been the same, and it will always be the same." (Kramer 1964:391). Here
Kramer did not find a bias on 'enger': five emotions portrayed by actors on the
relevant passage were most frequently judged as they had been intended. Still,
it appears that in all the studies using this standard passage, the highest
percentage of recognition was on negative emotions, viz. 'indi.fference',
'deapair', 'illpatience', 'fear' and 'ccintempt'. This may be due to the negative
unclertone of the content of the passage. As a result listeners may sooner
recognize negative emotions on a negatively slanted passage than on a positive
one. It should therefore be taken into account that when using a contentstandard sentence or a content-standard passage for the elimination of the
verbal content of vocal expressions of emotion, the sentence or passage should
be as neutral as possible, without positive or negative undertones.

1.2.3. Oloice of emoticns
In most studies, the fact that certain emotions have been used as opposed to
others that have not is not commented upon. It often seems as if experimenters
ranclomly chose a number of emotions, never considering the fact that a small
number of specific emotions are discretely different from one another (called
"primary" or "prototypical" emotions) and that a large number of others are
second or higher order mixtures. "Primary" or "prototypical" emotions are
considered to be discrete categories characterized by adaptive patterns which
are the functional bases for all emotions recognized in humans and animals
(Plutchik 1980:152). Although not all emotion theorists •ntion the same set and
number of primary emotions, they all seem to agree that the following emotions
are primary: 'joy', 'sadness', 'anger', 'fear', 'disgust' and 'surprise'. When
second or higher order mixtures are used in experimental research, vocal
expressions of emotion may sooner be recognized as a blend of two or more
emotions than as unambiguous examples of one discrete emotion. When dealing with
experiments involving emotion terms, one had better take into account their
status and preferably use primary emotions so as to be certain that
discrimination among various emotions cannot be ascribed to differences in
status.

1.2.4. Studies on the characteristics of vocal expressicns of emotion
Studies on the characteristics of vocal expressions of emotion give perceptual
or instrumental descriptions of these expressions. In these studies
experi•nters tried to find correlations between expressed or observed emotions
and perceptual or acoustic parameters of these emotions. Some of these studies,
however, contain one or more imperfections. First of all, it is often not
explained why certain vocal or acoustic cues are investigated while others are
not. secondly, in some studies perceptual or instrumental descriptions of vocal
expressions of emotion are given which are based on emotional utterances which
were not at all evaluated on recognizability by listeners. Hence we do not know
whether the emotional utterances used for the descriptions of the emotions in
question were clear and unambiguous examples of the vocal expressions of these
emotions. In most of the studies on the characteristics of vocal expressions of
emotion only a few vocal and acoustic parameters have been investigated to a
certain extent. 'ftlese are ( in perceptual and acoustic terms) : pitch range
( fundamental frequency range), pitch level (average fundamental frequency),
tempo (normalized duration), and loudness (intensity or overall energy
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distribution in the voice spectrwn) (van Bezooyen 1984:32). (When duration is
normalized, it is described in terms of a physical measure, e.g. in the number
of syllables per second). Some studies on the cbaracteristics of vocal
expressions of emotion yield results which are given in terms that are not
. easily interpretable, such as low, nonnal and high pitch, slow, nomal and fast
rate, and regular and irregular rhythm. As long as we do not know what exactly
is meant by these terms, ( for example: where does low pitch change to mid
pitch), all we can gaip from results of studies using such terms is some surface
knowledge. What is more, in some of the studies on the characteristics of vocal
expressions of emotion, some non-defined baseline or neutral speech bas been
taken as a point of reference. Van Bezooyen (1984:32) notes that neutral speech
may not be neutral on all parameter scales investigated since in her study
'neutral' was cbaracterized by the lowest pitch level and the most precise
articulation of all emotions examined. However, the lowest pitch level and the
most precise articulation of all emotions examined may exactely be indications
of neutral speech. In fact, van Bezooyen herself sets up a standard for what
represents neutral speech and what not by saying implici tly that 'neutral'
should be represented by neutral posi tions on all parameter scales. In those
studies in which a non-defined baseline or neutral speech is taken as a point of
reference, one had better first determine by what parameter values the baseline
or the neutral speech are represented before taking them as a point of reference
with which to compare emotional speech. Since this bas only been done in one
study known to me, viz. Williams & Stevens (1972), the data of the other studies
cannot be taken to be conclusive.
In Table I values of pitch range, pitch level and tempo (the parameters which
will be investigated in the present study) are presented for the same emotions
as those dealt with in the present study: 'sadness', 'anger', 'fear', 'disgust',
'surprise' and 'neutral'. These values have been obtained from studies on vocal
expressions of emotion in different languages. The numbers in parentheses refer
to the studies in which these parameter values were found. A list of the studies
and the language(s) they deal with is given below the table.

here Table I

Most of the data in this table are taken from van Bezooyen (1984:33). They were
either taken verbatim from the original studies or categorized to van Bezooyen's
own view. From Table I, i t can be seen that wi th the three parameters
investigated in this study, 'sadness' and 'disgust' may be hard to distinguish,
just as 'anger' and 'fear'.
1.2.5. Studies en the recognition of vocal expressions of emotion
Most of the studies on the recognition of vocal expressions of emotion examined
the recognition of non-manipulated emotional speech without analyzing or
describing perceptual or acoustic parameters of the speech, or determining the
relative importance of parameters for the recognizability of emotions. A mean
percentage of correct identifications found in twenty-three studies on the
recognition of vocal expressions of emotion in various languages (mostly
American English) is given by van Bezooyen (1984:81), viz. 571.
4
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1.2.5.1. correlational studies
'lbe only large scale correlational stucly on the recognition of vocal expressions
of emotion known to me is by van Bezooyen (1984). van Bezooyen observed that the
relative importance of the investigated parameters (mentioned in section 1.2.4.)
of emotional expressions for the discrimination between emotions had rarely been
considered, nor had the role of other parameters. 'lberefore she carried out an
experiment in order to establish the relationships among a large number of vocal
parameters and their' relative importance for the discrimination among nine
primary emotions in Dutch emotional speech ( 'disgust', 'surprise', 'shame',
'interest', 'joy', 'fear', 'contelll)t', 'sadness', 'anger'). A 'neutral' category
was added to this set. 'lbe parameters investigated were: lip rounding, lip
spreading, laryngeal tension, laryngeal laxness, creak, tremulousness, whisper,
harshness, pitch level, pitch range, loudness, tempo, and precision of
articulation (van Bezooyen 1984:19-20). 'lbese parameters were rated by subject&
on either unipolar or bipolar scales. Results suggested "that most or all of the
twelve parameters [lip rounding was excluded fran analysis as there was no
significant effect on scores for this parameter] may contain information on
particular emotions" (van Bezooyen 1984:25). Correlation coefficients between
the vocal parameters were computed. Most of them were not very high, which
suggested that each of the twelve parameters might be relevant in distinguishing
the ten emotions examined. As for the relative importance for the discrimination
among emotions, i t was found that "the best set of discriminating variables
includes loudness, laryngeal laxness, pitch level, pitch range, laryngeal
tension, and harshness" (van Bezooyen 1984:52). After this, it was attempted to
fincl acoustic correlates for this set of perceptual parameters. Tempo was added
to this set. Acoustic measures which were considered as potential correlates of
the perceptual parameters are given below (van Bezooyen 1984:58-63):
tenq:,o:
pitch level:

tempo in terms of number of syllables per second
(measured once including pauses, once excluding pauses)
central tenclency of F0 (the arithmetic mean, the median
and the mode)
F0 variation
F0 perturbations

pitch range:
harshness:
loudness, laryngeal
tension and laxness: spectral slope

on the basis of correlations between the acoustic 111easures and the perceptual
parameters, one acoustic measure was selected for each perceptual parameter
(except for loudness, laryngeal tension and laxness which were represented by a
composite acoustic measure). This selection resulted in seven acoustic measures:
syllables per second without pauses, F0 median, F0 variation coefficient, the
uncorrected F0 perturbation coefficient, slope 1 (the spectral slope in the
frequencies below the first formant, containing the F0 ), slope 2 (the spectral
slope in the f requency region arouncl 1600 Hz), slope 3 ( the speet ral slope in
the frequency region around 5000 Hz).
Below, the outcome is given of a discriminant analysis which was carried out in
order to get an impression of the discriminating power of the seven selected
acoustic measures:
With three discriminant functions accounting for 91\ of the variance, 69 of
the 160 utterances, i.e., 43%, were assigned to the right emotional category
[i.e., the acoustic measure agreed with the score on the perceptual
INTRODUCTI~
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parameter J. • • • 'l'he heaviest contributions to the first function, which
accOWlted for 58% of the variance, came from F0 median and the F0 variation
coefficient (both positive); the heaviest contributions to the second
function, which accOWlted for an additional 24% of the variance, came from
syllables per second and the first slope measure (both positive) as well as
from F0 median (negative). The contributions of the other variables were low
(van Bezooyen 1984:69).
'l'he third function was not considered, since it accOWlted for only 9% of the
variance (van Bezooyen 1984:69).
Although van Bezooyen tried to improve on shortcomings of earlier studies, it
might well be that in her study the recogni tion of emotions is due to parameters
which were not •asured. Hence we can never be a hundred percent sure that a
certain parameter or number of parameters caused a certain emotion to be
recognized. A fundamental problem of correlational studies is that no claims can
be made as to causal comections between the factors studied and the resul ts
obtained. other factors which have not been thought of may also play a role. The
only way in which the relative importance of certain parameters in emotional
speech can be measured properly, is by systematically leaving out or
manipulating these parameters of the speech. When a certain parameter is left
out or manipulated and an emotion is not recognizable anymore, one must conclude
that the parameter which was left out or manipulated is essential for the
emotion to be recognized. Only a few studies have been carried out which
investigated the relative importance of perceptual or acoustic parameters of
emotional speech by removing part of the acoustic information or by manipulating
parameters in the speech signal.
1.2.5.2. Experimental studies
Several ways have been proposed to eliminate acoustic information from emotional
speech or to manipultate parameters in emotional speech. To give acme examples:
for eliminating pitch information, whispered speech and smoothed or monotonous
· pitch contours have been used; for eliminating voice quality information,
whispered speech, the technique of lowpass filtering, fixed-vowel synthesizers
and diphone speech have been used; and for eliminating or manipulating
sequential speech variables, such as intonation contours, the technique of
random splicing has been used and tonal patterns have been reversed.
I<nower ( 1941) undertook one of the earlier studies on vocal expressions of
emotion. In his study the role of tonal patterns and fundamental frequency of
American English emotional speech was investigated by using reversed and
whispered speech. In order to obtain stimuli, speakers expressed eleven emotions
( 'religious love', •anger', 'laughter', 'maazement', 'torture', •sneering',
'sadness', 'fear', 'detenlination', 'c:loubt', and 'pity') on letters (from "A" to
"l<") in full voice and in whispered speech. From these expressions two other
kinds of stimuli were made: the voiced expressions wi th the tonal pattern
reversed and the whispered expressions with the tonal pattern reversed.
Whispered expressions appeared to be recognized with a frequency over four times
the frequency to be expected from chance, thus indicating that quite accurate
judgements of the expressions may be made when normal pitch and voice quality
characteristics are absent. The recognition of the reversed voiced expressions
dropped by more than 50 per cent as compared to the recogni tion of the non6
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reversed voiced expressions, thus indicating the importance of the sequential
tonal pattem. The influence of the sequential tonal pattern was also apparent
from the percentage of recognition of the reversed whispered expressions which
was lowest as opposed to the recogni tion percentages of the other stimuli,
although the reversed whispered expressions were still recognized with a
frequency over twice the frequency to be expected frcm chance. From these
findings I<nower concludes that both tonal and sequential pattem elements are
found to contribute . to the identification of the emotional expressions.
"Bequential pattern appears to contribute more to coamunicative effectiveness
than do the normal physical attributes of voice as such. The fact that reversed
whispered expressions were recognized with greater than chance frequency
suggests that physical attributes other than characteristic sequential patterns,
frequencies, and qualities made significant contributions to the effectiveness
of CCIIIIIIIWlication in the expressions studied" ( I<nower 1941: 372) • No suggestions
are given, however, which these physical attributes may be.
& Michaels (1962) carried out a study in which they examined the
contributions of funclamental f requency and of aq,li tude on the recogni tion of
American Bnglish emotional speech. In order to obtain stimuli, speakers were
instructed to read eight neutral sentences in eight emotional modes: ( l) a
'bored' statement, (2) a 'confidential' communication, (3) a question expressing
'disbelief' or 'doubt', (4) a message expressing 'fear', (5) a message
expressing 'happiness', (6) an 'objective' question, (7) an 'objective'
statement, and (8) a 'p:apous' statement. These stimuli were presented to groups
of listeners in six different versions: (1) the original speech signal, (2)
pitch pulses derived from the original speech driving a fixed-vowel synthesizer,
(3) pitch pulses derived from the original speech driving an aq,litude-modulated
fixed-vowel synthesizer (modulated with the envelope aq,litude derived from the
original speech), (4) the pitch curve of the original speech smoothed with a 40DIS time constant dri ving the ampli tude-modulated fixed-vowel synthesizer, ( 5)
the pitch curve of the original speech smoothed with a 100-DIS time constant
driving the aq,litude-modulated fixed-vowel synthesizer, (6) a 120 Hz monotone
driving the aq,litude-modulated fixed-vowel synthesizer. Lieberman & Michaels
found that when only phonetic information was removed (version 3),
identification of the emotional modes dropped from 85% to 47%. Lieberman &
Michaels describe phonetic information as "any information directly related to
vocal tract configurations or the spectral composition of the glottal excitation
function" (Lieberman & Michaels 1962:926). When, besides phonetic information,
aq>litude information was removed, retaining only pitch information (version 2),
correct identification dropped slightly to 44%. After smoothing the pitch curve
with a 40 DIS time constant while retaining amplitude information (version 4),
identification of the emotional modes dropped to 38%, and in case of smoothing
the pitch curve with a 100 DIS time constant while retaining aq,litude
information (version 5), identification dropped to 25%. A monotone of 120 Hz
with aq,litude information from the original utterances (version 6) resulted in
a correct identification of 14\. Lieberman & Michaels conclude that "phonetic
content, gross changes in fundamental frequency, the fine structure of the
fundamental frequency, and the speech envelope amplitude, in that order, all
contributed to the transmission of the emotional modes" (Lieberman & Michaels
1962:927). unfortunately, the relative importance of tempo was not considered in
this experiment. Another finding of Lieberman & Michaels is that not all
emotional modes were dependent on the several acoustic parameters to the same
extent. lt was also shown that different speakers use different acoustic cues in
conveying the same emotional mode.

Lieberman
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Scherer, Koivumaki, & Rosenthal (1972) compared the effects of two techniques of
content-masking on the judgements of vocal expressions of emotion. They contentmasked vocal expressions of emotion of American English speakers taken from a
recorded version of a play, and presented these together wi th the original
expressions to listeners who had to rate these expressions on twenty seven-point
semantic scales representing three major dimensions of emotional meaning found
by OSgood, SUci & Tannenba\Dl\ (1957), i.e., evaluation, activity, and potency.
·The expressions were content-masked by the techniques of electronic filtering,
randomized splicing arid a combination of these two. The technique of electronic
filtering consists of passing recorded speech through an electronic lowpass
filter. Consequently high frequencies are removed from the speech signal. This
results in a speech signal the content of which is unintelligible but of which
intonation curve, stress pattern, rate of speech, pause and rhythm are retained
(for a detailed description of the technique of electronic filtering, see
Rogers, Scherer & Rosenthal 1971). A simi.lar technique of filtering had already
been used in an experiment by Soskin & I<aufmann (1961). Their experiment
established that emotions can be judged with better-than-chance-accuracy from
speech s~les that have been content-filtered by cutting off the high
frequencies of the voice spectr\Dl\. The technique of random splicing basically
consists of "cutting a stretch of recording tape into pieces and splicing them
back together in random order" (Scherer 1971:156). 'Ibis technique also renders
unintelligible speech, but the full voice spectr\Dl\ is preserved as well as pitch
and ~litude level and variation, and rate and clarity of articulation (on a
phonemic level). Rate of speech is partially masked and the shape of the pitch
contour is broken up ( for a detailed description of the technique of random
splicing, see Scherer 1971). Scherer et al. found that "those vocal cues that
remain unaffected by both electronic filtering and random splicing, which
basically seem to consist of pitch level (fundamental frequency) and pitch
variation, and possibly rate of articulation, constitute all, or at least an
important part of the mi.nimal set of vocal cues cOIIIIIUl'licating basic emotional
meaning" and "that virtually all sequential speech variables can be elimi.nated
from emotionally toned speech samples without greatly reducing the
recognizabili ty of the underlying emotion in terms of i ts posi tion in a
mul tidimensional space of emotional meaning." (Scherer et al. 1972: 282-283) •
Evidence was found for relationships between specific vocal cues (softness,
· _·slowness, fastness, loudness) and the dimensions of emotional meaning, i.e., the
relative importance of the exami.ned parameters seemed to depend on the
dimensions of emotional meaning.
Van der Bas, Bernard-Smi. t & Gooskens-christiansen (1989) carried out an
experiment in which they investigated the effects on the recogni tion of four
emotional Dutch utterances from which intonation, rhythm and timbre had
systematically been stripped away by means of the LPC analysis/resynthesis
system. The emotional utterances had been obtained by selecting utterances of
one of four speakers each expressing four emotions ('joy', 'sadness', 'neutral'
· and 'indignation') on a neutral sentence: '!wee maanden zwanger ( 'TwO months
pregnant'). Intonation was elimi.nated using monotone pitch. The average pitches
of the four utterances were placed on every utterance. Rhythm and timbre were
elimi.nated by using diphone speech, as diphone speech has constant rhythm and
neutral (or at least constant) voice quality. Intonation, rhythm and timbre were
stripped of the emotional utterances one by one as well as in various
combinations. The resulting speech s~les were presented to subject& for
identication. It was found that different parameters contribute to the
recognizability of different emotions. On the whole, intonation appeared to be
the most important parameter for the recognizability of the four emotions.
8
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lecognition dropped from 75 to 37% when intonation was made monotonous with
natural voice quality and from 66 to 28% with diphone speech (with the original
rhythm). Bowever, rhythm also appeared to contribute to the recognizability of
the emotions, as recogni tion dropped f rom 75 to 50\ when rhythm was left out
with natural voice quality and from 66 to 54% with neutral voice quality (with
the original intonation contours) • The role of the timbre was the least
important but still proved to be statistically significant. The importance of
the parameters for the different emotions was as follows: 'joy' should have a
normal tempo and a specific pitch contour. 'sadness' should be spoken slowly and
with a low voice. The pitch contour should be rather flat. For 'neutral' the
tempo should be fast and the pitch contour should have small excursions, as for
'sadness'. These two emotions thus match the data presented in Table I. ror
'indignant' the pitch contour is very important.
In order to determine more precisely the way in which inferences of emotional
Maning are based on specific acoustic cues and their combinations, Scherer
(1974) systematically varied synthesized tone sequences with respect to pitch
level and variation, amplitude level and variation, and tempo. The reason for
not manipulating these cues in actual speech signals was that this was rather
difficult to achieve at the time the experiment was carried out. American
English judges had to rate the emotional expressiveness of the tone sequences on
three ten-point semantic differential scales of evaluation, activity, and
potency. The judges also had to indicate whether the tone sequence they heard
could or could not be an expression of an emotion of a given set of emotions.
Results showed that the parameters that seemed to have had the most influence on
the judges' ratings were teJÇO and pitch variation. Different values of the
parameters in the tone sequences contributed to different ratings of emotions
and emotional dimensions. It was thus shown that the attribution of emotional
Maning is based on specific cues and cue configurations. Relationships were
found between examined parameters and dimensions of evaluation, activity and
potency.
In continuation of the study of Scherer (1974), a similar study was carried out
by Scherer & Oshinsky (1977). In this study synthesized tone sequences were

systematically manipulated with respect to pitch level, variation and contour,
amplitude variation, tempo, amplitude envelope, and filter cut-off frequency in
order to determine the effect of these parameters on the variance of emotion
ratings. The manipulated tone sequences were again rated on three ten-point
semantic differential scales of evaluation, activity, and potency. American
English subjects again had to indicate whether each sequence could or could not
be an expression of an emotion of a given set of emotions. A multiple regression
analysis showed that "about two-thirds or three-quarters of the variance in the
emotion rating can be accounted for by the manipulations of the acoustic
parameters of the tone sequences •••• Averaged across all rating scales, tempo
of the sequence explains 31% of the variance (mean unique variance), compared to
14% for filtration level and between 3 and 5% for the remaining acoustic
parameters (except for amplitude variation: less than 1%)" (Scherer & Oshinsky
1977:339).
unfortunately, not much can be concluded with certainty from the aforementioned
experimental studies. First of all, from a number of studies we do not get any
indication as to which parameters are more important for the recognizability of
vocal expressions of emotion than others. Secondly, all studies investigating
the relative importance of parameters have considered different parameters and
no two studies have investigated the relative importance of the same set of
INTRODUCTI~
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parameters. Consequently, results are difficult to compare. Moreover, because
the described studies deal with different languages (I<nower and Lieberman &
Michaels deal with American English, van der Bas et al. deal with Dutch, and
Scherer (1974) used American English listeners for identifying the synthesized
tone sequences) still less can be concluded from them, as it has not yet been
proven that vocal characteristics of emotion are universal, let alone that the
relative importance of parameters of vocal expressions of emotion is universal.
Therefore, experiments should be undertaken when we want to gain some knowledge
on the relative importance of vocal or acoustic parameters in other languages,
or even in varieties of languages already investigated. For example, although
American English and British English derive from the same source, one should not
put vocal expressions of emotion in American English on a par with vocal
expressions of emotion in British English.
1.3. '!be present study

In Lieberman & Michaels' experiment voice quali ty appeared to be the most
important parameter for the recognition of vocal expressions of emotion, in the
experiment by van der Bas et al. intonation contributed most to the recognition
of the Dutch emotional expressions, and in Scherer's (1974) experiment tempo
(the perceptual equivalent of normalized duration) appeared (together with pitch
variation) to have the most influence on the judges' ratings of emotions and
emotional dimensions. I assume that these parameters are also important for the
recognizability of emotions in Bristish English speech. Therefore these
parameters of natural emotional utterances in Bristish English speech will be
examined and manipulated, one by one as well as in various combinations. The
causal comection between the occurrence of a certain parameter in Bristish
English emotional utterances and the recognizabili ty of these utterances can
then be determined, as well as the relative importance of the parameters for the
recognizability of emotions in Bristish English speech. Another aim of the
present study is to develop recipes for making Bristish English computer speech
emotional. It will be tested wtlether it is possible to obtain emotional computer
speech by conveying intonation and tempo values gleaned from natural emotional
utterances of a sentence to an utterance of that sentence made of computer
speech with a constant voice quality.
1.3.1. Bxperiaental approach

A basic requirement for a study on vocal expressions of emotion is the
availability of emotional expressions which are recognized only as the emotions
they intend to convey and which are easily distinguishable.
In order to determine the relative importance of certain parameters in original
emotional utterances, these parameters can either be eliminated or manipulated.
By comparing the recognizability of stripped and manipulated emotional
utterances with the recognizability of the unchanged original emotional
utterances, one can establish the relative importance of the parameters for the
perceptual template of each emotion.
In order to establish the relative importance of the voice quality of natural
emotional utterances, one method which can be used is to "replace" the voice
quality by using diphone speech. Since diphone speech has a constant voice
quality, the relative importance of the voice quality compared to other
10
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parameters could be measured by conveying the tempo and intonation patterns
resembling the intonation patterns of the original utterances toa sentence of
concatenated diphones •king up the same neutral sentence as the one used in the
natural emotional speech.
In order to establish the relative importance of the intonation contours and of

the tempo and rhythmic organization of the natural emotional utterances, these

parameters can be stripped away or manipulated.
The elimination and manipulation of speech parameters can be done by means of an
analysis/resynthesis technique, for instance Linear Predictive Coding. Such a
technique analyses speech utterances in terms of the amplitude envelope and the
first five formants with their banclwidths. Adclitionally, a voiced,IUnvoiced
decision is made and fundamental frequency is measured. This is done every 10
ms. All the parameters mentioned can be manipulated at will. By resynthesis the
(manipulated) analysed speech signal can be •de audible.
1.3.2. Structure of the thesis
The structure of this thesis is as follows:
- In Chapter 2, a description is given of the first experiment in which stimulus
material was collected as a basis for the experiments reported in the
subsequent chapters.
- In Chapter 3, a description is given of the realization and operation of the
software which was used for trying to develop recipes for •king Bristish
English diphone speech emotional.
- In Chapter 4, the second experiment is described in which the relative
importance of the voice quality was measured by conveying certain parameter
values to Bristish English diphone speech and presenting these diphone
utterances to listeners for identification of emotion.
- In Chapter S, the third and last experiment is described in which the relative
importance of the tempo, rhythmic organization and parameters of intonation of
the original uttterances was measured by means of elimination and manipulation
of these parameters, again presenting the resul ting utterances to listeners
for identification of emotion.
- Finally in chapter 6, an integration of findings of this study is presented,
and suggestions are given for further research.

IN'l'ROOUCTION
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2. Experiment I: Speech aterial

2.1. Introduction
In order to be able to determine
parameters in vocal expressions of
these parameters, one bas to obtain
parameters only, are i;ecognizable as

the relative importance of certain vocal
emotion by elimination or manipulation of
emotional expressions that, by their vocal
the emotions intended.

2.2. Approach

One way to obtain emotional expressions that by their vocal content are
identifiable as the emotions intended is to have different speakers convey
certain emotions toa sentence which is neutral in terms of its verbal content
and suitable for expressing the emotions. Emotional expressions which are well
recognizable can then be obtained by having judges assess the emotional
expressions of the different speakers at their recognizability.
2. 3. Nethod

2.3.1. Bmotions and lexica! content
For the present study, seven emotions were chosen, viz. 'joy', 'sadness',
'anger', 'fear', 'disgust', 'suprise'. 'Neutral' was added to this set. The
reason for including 'neutral' was that the vocal content of a 'neutral'
expression was considered to be a standard from which deviations were
indications of emotional vocal content. The emotions chosen could be identified
in most studies of nonverbal communication ( Ekman et al. 1972) and they are
attested primary emotions. For convenience's sake, 'neutral' will be put on a
par wi th the emotions while discussing experiments I and II.
For reasons given in section 1.2.1., use was made of simulated emotional
expressions. Using simulated expressions of emotion, recordings of high quality
could be made, and the verbal content of the utterances could be controlled.
Because acoustic parameters were to be measured, i t was necessary that the
speech used was free of background noises. Moreover, Williams & Stevens (1972)
found no basic difference between emotional speech which was produced by an
actor reading aloud a written version of an announcer's commentary describing
the crash of the Hindenburg zeppelin and the original emotional speech of the
announcer. The actor had never heard the radio announcer describing the event.
Van Bezooyen (1984:11) adduces further arguments in support of using simulated
emotional expressions of emotion:
It looks as if simulated expressions have characteristics in common with
spontaneous expressions. Moreover, if indeed emotional cues are more
clearly present in simulated expressions - and this is not altogether
unlikely in view of the puri ty and extremeness of simulated
expressions - this could be taken as an argument to start by studying
simulated expressions, and afterward complement the f indings wi th data
derived from real-life behaviour.
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Because one syllable or one word seemed too short to properly convey the
emotions, a sentence seemed to be most appropriate for the present study. The
sentence He expects to be here on Monday was chosen since in rrrt opinion any of
the selected emotions could be conveyed to it without resulting in a bias on one
of the emotions. (The neutrality of the sentence was not tested by having judges
rate i t on paper). A slightly different sentence was used in an experiment
carried out by Uldall (1960) in which she investigated the attitudinal or
emotional meanings conveyed by sixteen intonation patterns varying in range,
final movement, shape,' and in treatment of weak syllables. These patterns were
conveyed by synthesis to recordings of four sentences (a statement, a yes-or-no
question, a question-word question, a command) the content of which was neutral.
The sentence used for the statement was: He expects to be here on Friday. In
order to get as many voiced segments in the sentence as possible, Friday was
changed into Monday in the present study ( in order to get a clear view of a
pitch contour, voiceless speech segments should be avoided as much as possible,
since these break up a pitch contour).
The sentence He expects to be here on Monday was not placed in specific contexts
in which the different emotions were to be expressed. van Bezooyen encountered
problems when offering her speakers specific contexts in which to express
phrases with different emotions because the suitability of the contexts proved
to be person dependent and because some speakers preferred to express the
emotions without rather than wi th a context (Van Bezooyen 1984: 14) • Besides, van
der Bas et al. (1989) showed that the ave rage percentage of recogni tion of
. emotions uttered without a context was higher than the average percentage of
recognition of emotions uttered with a context.
2.3.2. COllection of stimlus •terial

Five male Bristish English speakers between the ages of 27 and 49 were
instructed to read the sentence He expects to be here on Monday expressing the
seven different emotions mentioned in the previous section. Instructions to the
speakers are given in Appendix I.
The speech was recorded using a Revox 877 with a Sennheiser MKH-416 microphone
in a sound-insulating recording cabin.
The 35 emotional utterances (5 speakers x 7 emotions) were digitized (10 I<Hz, 12
bit, 0.3 - 4.5 I<Hz BP), segmented out and recorded back on tape in random order.
The utterances were recorded twice, resulting in two blocks of 35 utterances
each. This was done in order to assess the consistency of the listeners. The
utterances in the second block were recorded in the reversed order of the
utterances of the first block in order to balance order effects. Both blocks
started with a warning tone. A warning tone was also given after every tenth
utterance. The blocks ended with two warning tones. The interstimulus interval
between two utterances was 3000 ms.
2.3.3. SUbjects

Twelve English listeners (7 males and 5 females) aged between 21 and 56
participated in the experiment. The subjects were not paid for their services.
None of the subjects reported any hearing impairment.

14
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2.3.4. Procedure

'l'he experiment took place in a quiet class-room. The tape was played on a Revox
B77 tape recorder over two loudspeakers. The subjects were instructed to
encircle the emotion they thought was expressed by the stimulus on a set of
ailtiple choice answer sheets covering the seven emotions the speakers of
experiment I had to convey. For each block there was a separate set of answer
sheets. Instructions to the listeners and an example of an answer sheet are
given in Appendix II.
2.4. Results

'l'here were 22 missing or invalid responses. These were not included in the
analysis of the answers. The remaining 818 ratings (7 emotions x 5 speakers x 2
presentations x 12 listeners - 22 missing or invalid responses) were
statistically analysed. Firstly, the consistency of the listeners will be
examined. After this, the results of the recognizability of the emotions per
speaker will be presented.
2.4.1. Listener Ccnsistency

In order to assess whether the listeners had been consistent in their judgements
of identifying the emotional expressions, a consistency index was calculated by
dividing the number of expressions which were identified as representing the
same emotion in both the first and the second presentation by the total possible
number of correct identification pairs (35). The resulting percentages are given
in Table II. The mean listener consistency is 60%, the most consistent listener
scoring 69\ and the least consistent listener scoring 49%. Since these
percentages show that all the listeners had been fairly consistent in their
judgements of identifying the emotional expressions, all identifications were
used for further analysis.

here Table II

2.4.2. ltecognizability of Emotions
'l'he percentages of correctly recognized emotions and the mean percentages of
recognition (both uncorrected and corrected for chance1 ) of the seven emotions
1

The percentages corrected for chance were calculated by means of the
formula: p • p(c) - n
1 - n/100
p • percentage correct corrected for chance
p(c) • percentage correctly recognized
n • number of alternatives
(1bis foraila is based on van Bezooyen 1984:85)
EXPERIMENT I: SPEECH MATERIAL
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for the five speakers are presented in Table III. The percentages corrected for
chance are given in order to make a comparison with the recognizability of
emotions in experiments using a different number of emotions than the number of
emotions investigated in this study.

here Table III

In general the most identifiable emotional utterances were of speaker 5 whose
score was a mean percentage of 76 correctly recognized emotions (74 after
correction for chance). A one-way analysis of variance showed that the factor
· speaker was significant, F(4,813) • 9.29, p < 0.001. A Newman-Keuls post hoc
procedure (p < 0.05) showed that speaker 5 differed significantly from the other
speakers. The mean listener consistency for the identification of the
expressions of speaker 5 is 89%, the most consistent listener scoring 100\ en
the least consistent listener scoring 43%.
flle mean percentage of correct identifications across all the stimuli after
correction for chance is 53. This percentage is close to the mean percentage of
correct responses across the twenty-three studies given by van Bezooyen
(1984: 81) which was 51 (af ter correction for chance) • The recogni tion of the
utterances of speaker 5 is therefore much higher than average.
2.5. Conclusion
Because the utterances of speaker 5 obtained the highest percentage of correct
identification, these will be used for the other two experiments in which
parameters of the emotional speech will be eliminated or manipulated. However,
since the utterance of 'joy' of speaker 5 had a recognition score which was far
below chance, it will not be used in the following experiments. Since it is
preferable to work with the speech of just one speaker (in order to keep voice
quality constant), no utterance of 'joy' of the other speakers will be used
instead, i.e., 'joy' will be eliminated from all further experiments. In fact,
'joy' was badly recognized for all the other speakers too. This emotion was
confused wi th 'surprise' most of the time. Hence, for experiments II an III six
emotional expressions of speaker 5 will be used.
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3. Recipes for emotional speech
3.1. Developing recipes for Bristish Bnglish diphone speech
One of the aims of the present study is to develop recipes in order to be able
to produce emotions in a text-to-speech system. Since at present diphone speech
is often used when converting text into speech, it seems an appropriate carrier
to test recipes on. niphones are speech units which are obtained by segmenting
the second half of one phoneme and the first half of the next out of accented
syllables f rom nonsense words in real speech. '!be new speech unit which is
obtained is called a diphone. Diphone speech is made by concatenating diphones.
'!be nonsense words diphones are taken from occur in a carrier sentence with a
neutral verbal content, e.g. Please say ••• again. When these sentences are
recorded, the speaker is simply instructed to read the sentence. We may expect
that the voice quality of the speech is constant and that the speaker will not
convey emotion in his speech. 'lberefore, we consider the voice quality of
diphone speech to be neutral (i.e., non-emotional). Because all diphones are
taken f rom an accented syllable, the tempo ral structure of an ut te rance
constructed of diphones is unnatural. Hence temporal adjustments should be made.
Moreover, diphone speech does not have a natural pitch curve. 'lberefore,
intonation contours should be given to utterances made of concatenated diphones.
It will be tested whether it is possible to obtain emotional diphone utterances
by changing a diphone utterance in terms of intonation and tempo values gleaned
from a natural emotional utterance of that same sentence. In the experi•nt by

van der Bas et al. (1989), four equal diphone utterances with intonation values
and the rhythmic organization gleaned from four natural emotional utterances of
the same sentence ( 'happy' , 'sad' , 'neutral' and 'indignant' ) proved to have a
mean recognition rate of 66%. If it indeed proves to be possible to obtain
emotional diphone utterances, recipes can be developed for generating the
emotions in diphone speech in terms of the values of the examined parameters
(intonation and tempo).

When attempting to develop recipes for generating emotions in speech, it would
be less time-consuming to have standard intonation pattems for each emotion
than to be forced to refer to intonation curves of natural emotional utterances.
'lberefore i t would be useful to have a c011p.1ter program which can be
incorporated in a text-to-speech system using diphone speech, and which can
provide Bristish English utterances with an acceptable artificial F0 contour by
means of changing the pitch level and the pitch range. Obviously, such a program
should also be able to provide an utterance with an intonation contour suitable
for expressing a certain emotion. In fact, a program which can provide Bristish
English utterances with one of a large predefined set of acceptable artificial
F0 contours was developed at the Institute for Perception Research {IPO). This
program, called STEP (Standard lflglish fatterns) is an implementation of an
algorithm for Bristish English intonation based on the acoustic analysis of a
large corpus of {semi-)spontaneous utterances and on the perceptual evaluation
of stylized and standardized synthetic F0 contours (Willems et al. 1988:1250).
In the next sections brief descriptions of the IPO approach to intonation and of
the program STEP are given.
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3 .2. '!he IPO approach
Basically, the IPO approach aims at 91v1ng a description of the intonation
system of a language. For this purpose, the original speech signal is taken as a
starting point. The description of the intonational system of a language is
based on perception since it is assumed that besides perceptually relevant pitch
· movements which are brought about voluntarily by the speaker, speech also
contains involuntary fluctuations in pitch which a listener, although still
perceivable, interprets as irrelevant. A distinction is made between macro- and
microintonation where macrointonation is considered to be built up of the
perceptually relevant pitch movements and microintonation contains irrelevant
details. The assuq,tion for the existence of this distinction can be tested by
means of experimentation using an analysis-resynthesis technique, for instance
LPC. The original speech signal can be analysed into its spectral envelope,
amplitude, fundamental frequency and voiced;unvoiced indication. These
parameters can be manipulated independently of one another and the (manipulated)
original speech signal can be resynthesized and made audible. In this way,
perceptually irrelevant details in, e.g., F0 curves can be deleted, leaving
stylized pitch contours with only perceptually relevant pitch movements. A
stylized pitch contour which is made up from as few pitch movements as are
needed to have it perceptually equal to its original is called a close-copy
stylization, or simply, a close copy.
Once close copies have been collected f rom a large number of utterances by
various speakers, they are used to determine standardized pitch contours. The
indistinguishability of close copies from resynthesized originals was tested for
British English in an experiment in which Bristish English subjects were asked
to judge pairs of one of the following categories: a) a resynthesized original
and a close-copy stylization, b) two identical versions, c) a resynthesized
original or a close copy, and an alternative contour. The conclusion of this
experiment was "that it is possible to stylize Bristish English intonation by
means of a restricted number of straight-line segments, and still maintain
perceptual equality" ( 't Hart, Collier & Cohen 1990:46). In order to obtain
standardized pitch contours, the first step is to obtain average values of the
parameters of the pitch movements that make up close copies, i.e., sizes,
slopes, durations and positions with respect to the syllables in which the pitch
movements occur. Then these parameter values are replaced by standard
specifications, i.e., the pitch movements are classified into a limited number
of standardized movements. The close-copy stylizations are then replaced by
standard stylizations made up of standardized movements with the requirement
that the close-copy stylizations are perceptually equivalent to the standard
stylizations. In 't Hart, Collier & Cohen (1990:47) the following definition of
perceptual equivalence is given: "if for a speech utterance two different
courses of F0 are similar to such an extent that one is judged a successful
imitation of the other, we say that there is perceptual equivalence between the
two". A requirement which the standard stylizations should also meet is that
they sound acceptable with respect to the intonation of the language at issue.
By means of experimentation, the acceptability of standardized stylizations is
tested.
The following step in getting at a description of the intonation of a language
is to determine the combinatory restrictions of the sequences of standardized
pitch movements (sequences of standardized pitch movements are simply called
'pitch contours'). This is done by means of a 'tentative grammar', an algorithm
intended to genera te all possible pitch contours, and none but these. This
'tentative grammar' is either based on postulations and expectations about the
18
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"combinability" of standardized pitch movements or on a corpus analysis of pitch
movements of the language at issue. The feasibility of the tentative gruamar
can be verified by means of perception experiments. once the necessary
adjustments to the grammar have been made, an inventory of all possible pitch
contours is obtained.
Although two standard stylizations may not be perceptually equivalent, they may
still give the impression of a kind of similarity on a higher level of
abstraction. This phenomenon gave rise to the hypothesis that the various
melodie shapes in a language can be subdivided into a limited number of abstract
categories of intonation, or basic intonation patterns. For Dutch this
hypothesis bas been tested by sorting and matching experiments. In a sorting
experiment subjects have to separate stimuli consisting of original speech
utterances or their close copies into a number of classes. The reason why no use
is made of standard stylizations is that when using standard stylizations the
experimenter would have to classify original intonation curves or their close
copies beforehand and be influenced by his expectations of possible
approximations of intonation pattems. This may lead toa dissimilarity between
two standard stylizations which is greater than the dissimilari ty between the
original intonation contours or the close copies which formed the basis of the
stylizations. Ina matching experiment subjects have to find one or more items
among three stimuli which have melodie similarity to another stiDlllus. These
sorting and matching experiment& confirmed the fact that the unlimited number of
different pitch contours are manifestations of a finite number of basic
intonation pattems ( 't Hart, Collier & Cohen 1990:63-64). For a detailed
description of the IPO approach see 't Hart, Collier & Cohen 1990 (chapter 3).
In the IPO approach, intonation features are assumed to have no intrinsic
meaning ( 't Hart, Collier & Cohen 1990: 110). The determination of the
attitudinal function of intonation by means of experimentation is considered to
be extremely difficult since besides intonational features, non-intonational
features may influence the attitudinal meaning of an utterance. In fact, Crystal
& Quirk (1964:38-50) and Crystal (1969:131 & 1975:94-95) mention nine parameters
for the description of the linguistic and paralinguistic features of nonsegmental speech properties in English: pitch direction, pitch range, pause,
~loudness, tempo, rhythm, tension, voice quality and voice qualification.
Although the IPO approach to intonation bas procluced an inventory of basic
intonation patterns in some languages, it is still not clear how a speaker makes
a certain choice among (contours of) basic intonation patterns (except for
syntactic and accentual reasons) nor is it clear whether basic intonation
pattems already have a certain emotional content or whether emotions are made
primarily after opting for one of the variations of such a pattem. Although not
verified by experimentation, it is speculated that a speaker adds an attitudinal
meaning to the literal meaning of an utterance and that these two meanings cause
a speaker to choose one of the contours of one of the basic intonation patterns.
Although no claims or assumptions are made as to the linguistic functions of
intonation, i t is noted that a standardized pitch contour may not be mapped
randomly onto an utterance without taking into account accentual properties of
the utterance. The distribution of a sequence of pitch movements over an
utterance is governed by the 'elasticity principle' which "allows the same
sequence of pitch movements to be distributed dif ferently over an ut te rance,
depending on the number and the position of the accented syllables" ('t Hart,
Collier & Cohen 1990:98).
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3.3. S'l'EP

STEP is the implementation of an algorithm for Bristish English intonation which
was developed according to the IPO approach to intonation. At the starting point
of this developnent, the F0 of a large corpus of (semi-) spontaneous utterances
. was measured. Secondly, close copies of the F0 curves of these utterances were
made. Relying on experience, knowledge and intuition, investigators divided the
close-copy stylizations into six subsets of melodically similar close copies.
The six subsets of melodically similar close copies have average parameter
values and are characterized by the sequential properties of pitch movements.
These six subsets may together be considered to be a tentati ve granmar of
Bristish English intonation (for characterizations of each subset see Willems et
al. 1988:1255-1256). This grammar was implemented into a computer program called
STEP. STEP can be linked toa speech synthesis program and provide utterances
with contours. The acceptability of the contours that are generated by STEP has
been tested in an experiment which proved that the STEP contours sound as
acceptable as their close-copy counterparts (Willems et al. 1988:1260). The
following inventory indicates which parameters of the pitch movements were used
for developing STEP and which standard values were found for these parameters:
1. direction:
2. timing:
3.

4.

5.

6.

rise, fall
early, mid or late relative to vowel onset of a
syllable, or relative to end of voicing of a
phrase-final syllable (only for rises).
pitch levels:
high, mid, and low. The pitch levels are reference
lines that run parallel in the F0 -time plane on a
logari thmic frequency scale. These lines are
defined for the frequency range of the pitch
movements. In order to define the size of a pitch
movement and, if necessary, indicate its location
in the total range, a reference grid of six pitch
levels is used, 3 ST apart, and numbered from 0
(the lowest) to 5 (the highest).
size of pitch movements: full-si ze (12 ST), covering the interval between
low and high, half-size (6 ST) covering the
interval between low and mid or mid and high,
quarter-size (3 ST), or exceptionally large (15 ST)
covering an interval between low and 3 ST above
high.
steepness:
STEP has both steep and gradual pitch movements.
Gradual pitch movements are not accent-lending and
do not have a standard value for the slope nor a
timing related to vowel onset of a syllable.
slope/rate of change:
75 ST/s <• 12 ST/160 ms) for an abrupt movement;
abrupt movements are confined to roughly one
syllable, gradual movements can extend over
practically any number of syllables. (Because the
slope only has one standard value, the duration of
the movements depends on the size of the
movements.)

The standard rate at which the frequency of the lowest pitch level falls during
an utterance (the rate of declination) is calculated with the following formula:
basically:
D •
-1
, for t < 4.81 sec
0.09t + 0.13
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o • _ _,...._-__l_____ , for t 1 4. 81 sec
0.117t

where o is the declination slope in ST/sec and t is the length of
the utterance in seconds. {'t Hart et al. 1982)
'!be standard endfrequency of an utterance {the endfrequency of level 0) is 70 Hz
(fora male voice).
example picture of a pitch contour which can be generated by STEP is given in
Figure I:

An

here Figure I

In STEP one can provide LPC analysed utterances {with a framecluration of 10 ms)
wi th one ( or a sequence) of STEP variants {a variant being a member of a
subset). However, STEP has restrictions on the sequence of different variant&.
'lbese sequence restrictions are based on the occurrence of sequences of variant&
in the corpus of utterances from which STEP was developed. The sequence
restrictions can be switched off. It should be noted that Willems et al. (1988)
mention rules of sequence for the six subsets instead of rules of sequence for
different variants, i.e., the sequence rules for different variants used in STEP
are generalized in Willems et al. (1988:1257). According to Willems et al.
(1988) one variant should go with a clause. Willems et al. (1988:1261) define a
clause as "a group of words having its own {implicit or explicit) subject and
predicate". However, in the implementation of the program one is free to choose
any carrier fora variant. In the present study the sentence He expects to be
here on Monday was taken to be a unit for one contour. Hence, when conveying
STEP variants to this sentence, no more than one STEP variant should cover the
sentence.
,STEP has standard values for excursion width, endfrequency and rate of
declination, but these values may be changed before a variant is chosen. The
user is asked for the position in the speech signal of the vowel onsets of the
syllables that should get accents. In case of gradual movements that do not
coMect to neighbouring movements, the user is asked either for the
beginposition or for the endposition of the gradual movement. In case of final
rises that end at the end of voicing of the last syllable of a phrase, the user
is asked for the posi tion of the end of voicing. It should be noted that
although the standard excursion width fora full size movement (12 ST) may be
changed fora variant, this does not mean that within a variant the excursion
width can be changed per pitch movement: the variants are predefined, so
changing the excursion width of a variant means that all pitch movements in that
variant are changed in such a way that they stay in the same proportion to each
other. ror a more detailed description of the research preceding the
implementation of STEP, see Willems et al. (1988). For a more detailed
description of the use of STEP, see Sanders (1990).
It should be possible to predefine in a program such as STEP the vowel onsets of
diphones containing vowels taken out of an existing diphone set. Having achieved
this, the user would only have to specify at which diphone a certain pitch
RECIPES FOR EMOTIOOAL SPEECH
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movement should start. The user of STEP could then provide the diphone utterance
with an intonation contour in a quicker way than in which this can be done now.
'l'he corpus of English utterances used for formalizing a grammar of Bristish
English intonation consisted of 500 (semi-)spontaneous Bristish English
utterances, taken from conversations and radio plays broadcasted by British
stations (Willems et al. 1988:1250). Although one may expect speech material
taken from conversations or plays to contain emotional speech, it is not
indicated whether certain emotions should be represented by specific pitch
contours. 'l'his is not strange when one considers the fact that it is not clear
yet how a speaker makes a choice among (contours of) basic intonation patterns.
Only the characterization for subset 1 which is said to contain the most
'neutral' intonation variants led to the expectancy that the intonation of the
'neutral' utterance could be represented by a variant from subset 1.
Since standard values for excursion width, endfrequency and rate of declination

may be changed in STEP, i t should be possible to approximate the excursion

width, endfrequency and rate of declination of natural emotional utterances,
provided these parameters operate on an entire contour and not on septarate
movements. Besides determining the relative importance of the voice quality of
emotional utterances, the other purpose of this study is to develop recipes for
making Bristish English computer speech emotional. Since i t will be tested
whether it is possible to develop part of these recipes within the framework of
an existing intonational grammar of Bri tish English, STEP will be used as a
basis for the intonational part of the recipes. Therefore the intonation curves
of the natural emotional utterances will not be copied to diphone speech, but
STEP variant& will be used resembling the original intonation curves as far as
possible for pitch range and pitch level. For developing the tempora! part of
the recipes, the overall speech rate of each emotional utterance will be
determined.

Since it was expected that 'neutral' utterances, having no emotional vocal
content, would for its intonational part be represented by standard values of
parameters in STEP, i t was also expected that the intonational part of the
emotions could be represented by one or more deviations from the standard values
. of the parameters in STEP. Recipes for the intonation of emotional diphone
speech could then easily be incorporated into the system by simply modifying the
values of existing parameters.
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4. Experiment II: IDp:>rting emoticn into cliphone speech

4.1. Introduction
In this experiment, the relative importance of voice quality of the original
emotional utterances collected in experiment I will be measured. At the same
time, the results of this experiment will lead to an answer to the question
wtlether it is possiple to obtain emotional computer speech by conveying
intonation and tempo values gleaned form natural emotional utterances of a
sentence to an utterance of that same sentence •de of computer speech with a
constant voice quality.
In order to replace the voice quality of the original emotional utterances, use
will be •de of Bristish English diphone speech. Since diphone speech is
considered to have a constant voice quality, it was thought to be suitable for
testing the role of voice quality in emotional speech. Mother reason for using
diphone speech is, as was already mentioned in section 3.1., that it is much
used nowadays in text-to-speech systems. Since one aim of this study is to try
to develop recipes for making Bristish English computer speech emotional, the
shortest way to achieve this is to •ke use of already existing software. The
reasons for •king use of STEP ( instead of original intonation curves) were
mentioned in section 3.1. and 3. 3., viz. that it takes less time conveying
predefined intonation pattems to computer speech than using original curves,
and that it might be possible to incorporate in STEP the vowel onsets of
diphones containing vowels.
There were two reasons why, at this stage, I did not plan to convey the rhythmic
organization of the original emotional utterances to a sentence made up of
diphones. First of all, in the experiments described in section 1.2.5.2.,
rhythmic organization never proved to be the most important parameter for the
recognizability of emotions. Secondly, it is not possible yet to incorporate
natural rhythm.ic organization (i.e., the duration of separate speech segments)
into diphone speech without falling back on the rhythmic organization of the
same utterances produced in natural speech. With intonation and tempo (i.e., the
average number of syllables per second), this problem could be obviated:
intonation can be incorporated into diphone utterances in the form of STEP
patterns, tempo can be incorporated into diphone utterances by indicating the
tempo the diphone speech should have.

4.2. llethod
The diphone speech used for the second experiment was generated by a diphone
speech program developed at the Institute for Perception Research (IPO) (fora
detailed description of this program, see van Rijnsoever 1988).
In order to establish the relati ve importance of the voice quali ty of the
original emotional speech, the tempo (and later the rhythmic organization) of
the original utterances and intonation contours resembling the intonation curves
of the original utterances were conveyed toa string of concatenated diphones
making up the same neutral sentence with respect toverbal content as the one
used in the natural emotional utterances. This will be described in more detail
below.
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4.2.1. Detendnation of the parameter values of the e1D0tional utterances for
conveyance to Bristish English diphone speech
Before being able to convey STEP contours resembling the intonation curves of
-the original utterances to diphone speech, the original emotional utterances
were re-digitized at first (10 mz, 16 bit, 4,8 mz LP). 'l'hen they were analysed
in order to get a clear view of their intonation curves. 'l'he analysis was done
by means of LPC analy~is-resynthesis. The pitch was determined by the method of
subharmonic summation (Hermes 1988) or by the method of the period sieve
(Duifhuis, Willems & Sluyter 1978). The pitch was determined by a period sieve
method for just one emotional utterance, viz. 'fear', since for this utterance
pitch determination by subharmonic summation yielded a very rugged pitch
contour. This was not the case for pitch determination of 'fear' by a period
sieve method. Octave errors, which were discovered by looking at displays of the
pitch contours, were corrected by means of a program for manipulation of the
pitch. Close-copy stylizations of the emotional utterances were also •de. The
reason for •king close copies was that wi th the help of these, i t would be
easier to find F0 contours for the various emotions which could be generated by
STEP. The close-copy stylizations were informally tested on perceptual equality
with their resynthesized originals by a number of people. In Figure II graphic
representations are given of the original intonation curves of the emotional
utterances (dotted) together with their stylizations (solid).

here Figure II

Finding contours in STEP which could replace the close copies of the original
utterances was a trial-and-error procedure. First the values of the following
parameters of the pitch movements in the stylized intonation contours were
determined: direction, timing, excursion width (of accent-lending movements),
endfrequency and rate of declination. After having determi.ned the number of
accents in the emotional utterances, graphic representations of the stylized
contours were compared with graphic representations of STEP variants having the
same number of accents as the stylized contours. When the pitch movements in
certain variants in STEP looked roughly similar to the pitch movements in a
stylized contour, the stylized pitch contour was substituted for the STEP
contour. By listening to the utterance with the stylized contour and to the
utte rance wi th different STEP variants, and varying the values for excursion
width, endfrequency and rate of declination, it was determined which STEP
variant wi th which parameter values best resembled the stylized utterance. A
criterion set for the resemblance between the STEP pattems and the stylized
intonation contours of the emotional utterances was that utterances with STEP
patterns were perceptually equivalent to the stylized utterances. Sometimes,
certain movements which were found in the stylized contours could not be
generated by variants of STEP. As long as a chosen STEP variant was judged to be
perceptual equivalent with a stylized contour, no changes were made in the STEP
variant. When no STEP variant could meet the criterion of perceptual
equivalence, necessary adjustments were made to the STEP variant which was
judged to be closest to the stylized contour of the emotional utterance.
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4.2.1.1. Per emotion
For 'sadness' no appropriate STEP variant could be fOW'ld. In the utterance of
'aadness' a rise could be distinguished at the /J./ of Monday. However, there was
no STEP variant wi th three accents and one f inal gradual rise in the same
contour. This deficiency was made up for by adjusting an existing STEP variant
so that it had a final gradual rise.
In the stylized contour of 'anger', the begiMing showed an unaccented rise on
/bi: eks/ of he expects and there was an accented rise on /pekts/. In STEP it is
not possible to generate an unaccented rise before an accented rise but only
before an accented fall. However, it was possible to obtain a STEP variant which
was perceptually equivalent to the stylized contour of STEP, leaving out the
unaccented rise on /bi: eks/. 'Anger' was represented by a STEP variant of
subset 5. A feature of contours of subset 5 is that they have an obligatory
extra high onset of the final fall at pitch level 5. Although contours of subset
1 also contain a final fall (which may have an optional 'overshoot' to pitch
level 5), there is a timing difference between the final fall of subset l and
subset 5: the final fall in subset 5 always starts at 120 ms after vowel onset
whereas the final fall in subset l starts 40 ms after vowel onset.
'Pear' was represented by a STEP variant of subset 5. In the utterance of
'fear', there was a pause of 200 ms between .2!l and Monday.

The stylized contour of 'disgust' appeared to be best represented by a STEP
variant from subset l with two accents. However, timing with respect to the
vowel onsets of the accents in the STEP variant did not correspond wi th the
timing of the accents in the stylized contour. In the stylized contour the
accents occurred much earlier than in the STEP variant. In order to retain
perceptual equivalence between the respresentation of 'disgust' by its stylized
contour and by i ts STEP variant, the accents in the STEP variant had to be
advanced. Moreover, the STEP variant chosen for 'disgust' had a full-size fall
at the end whereas the final fall in the stylized contour of 'disgust' only
covered a range of half that size. Therefore, the f inal full-si ze fall in the
STEP variant was changed into a final half-size fall. 'Disgust' has inclination
instead of declination.
For 'surprise' it was not possible to find an appropriate STEP variant either.
This was due to the fact that the utterance of 'surprise' contained four accents
and an accented rise at the end of the utterance. Since STEP has no variants
with five accents, a contour was made up out of two existing variants (one from
subset land one from subset 3), changing the resulting compound contour in such
a way that i t remained in line wi th transi tion scheme (a) of Willems et al.
(1988:1255).
As was expected (see the end of section 3.3.), the parameter values of 'neutral'

are exactly the ones used as standard values in STEP.

The number and place of accents differed for the different emotions. 'sadness'
and 'surprise' had a standard declination whereas for the other emotions (except
for 'neutral') the declination was not standard.
In Table IV the obtained values for excursion width, endfrequency, rate of
declination, subset number and special features for the STEP variants are
presented for the various emotional utterances, together with the mean pitch,
EXPERIMENT II: IMPORTING EMOTIOO IN'l'O DIPHOOE SPEECH
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the duration and the tempo (average number of syllables per second).

here Table IV
t

Figure III presents graphic representations of stylized contours of the
emotional utterances (dotted) together wi th the STEP variants best resembling
these ( solid) •

here Figure III

4.2.2. Colllparison of the parameter values with other studies on vocal
expressions of emotion

It is not possible to compare the parameter values presented in Table III with
results of other studies in which parameter values of vocal expressions of
emotion in British English were investigated, since such studies have never been
carried out before. A comparison of the parameter values of vocal expressions of
emotion in British English with those of vocal expressions of emotion in other
languages can only be made cautiously since, as was already mentioned in section
1.2.5.2., it has not been proven that vocal characteristics of emotional
expression are universa!. However, some comparisons suggest that there may be
similarities among parameters of vocal expressions of emotion in British English
and in other languages. When comparing Table IV with Table I, we see that there
are some similarities between the studies mentioned in Table I and the present
study. When we consider 6 ST to be a narrow excursion width, 8 ST narrow to mid,
12 ST mid, and 21 ST wide, we see that for every emotion there is at least one
study in Table I which agrees with the present study with respect to excursion
width. When we consider 70 to 100 Hz to be a low pitch level, 100 to 130 mid,
and 130 and higher high, we see that when comparing the values of pitch level in
Table I with those of mean pitch in Table IV there is for every emotion at least
one study in Table I which agrees with the present study with respect to pitch
level. There are also similarities between Table IV and Table I if we consider
the tempo of the utterance He expects to be here on Monday to be slow when it is
less than O. 25 syllables per second and fast when i t is O. 25 syllables per
second or faster. So there is always at least one study in Table I which agrees
with Table IV for one or more parameters.
4.2.3. COnveying the parameters of the emotional utterances to British Bnglish
diphone speech
informal test was carried out in which a number of people judged the
utterances with the STEP patterns to be perceptually equivalent to the stylized
utterances. After this, six diphone utterances were made each of which had the
same tempo as one of the original emotional utterances. This was done by linear
time compression or expansion of a diphone utterance of the same sentence as the
original emotional utterances.

An
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The STEP variants with their adjustments were conveyed to the diphone utterances
which had been adjusted to the tempo of the original emotional utterances. My
intention was to test whether these utterances would render emotional speech.
However, it was observed right away that the emotions were difficult to
recognize or were not recognizable at all. Therefore it was decided to convey
yet another acoustic parameter to the diphone speech, viz. the rhythmic
organization of the original emotional utterances.
The duration of the phonemes of the emotional utterances and of the diphone
ut te rance ( in ms) are given in Table V. '!be accents are indicated by apostrophes
before the duration of the appropriate phoneme.

here Table V

In order to convey the rhythmic organization of the natural emotional utterances
to the diphone speech, the phoneme boundaries of the diphone speech were aligned
with those of the natural emotional utterances, i.e., the duration of each
diphone in the diphone utterance was adjusted to the duration of its
corresponding phoneme in the emotional utterances. For this purpose the original
utterances first were segmented in terms of their phonemes. Secondly, the
phonemes of the emotional utterances were adjusted to the phonemes of the
diphone utterance by linear time compression or expansion per phoneme. It should
be borne in mind that when phonemes in the diphone utterance were canpressed or
expanded, this sometimes led toa loss of quality of the diphone utterance. In
Figure IV the amplitude of the diphone and of the original emotional utterances
are presented indicating the duration of the phonemes in the diphone utterance
and in the emotional utterances.

here Figure IV

The adjusted STEP variants could now be conveyed to the rhythmically adjusted
diphone utterances. This resulted in diphone utterances with intonation patterns
and rhythmic organization of the original emotional utterances, i.e., utterances
with a neutral voice quality and prosodie features (except amplitude) as in the
original utterances.
Al though three parameters of the original emotional utterances had now been
conveyed to diphone speech, I assumed that aristish English listeners would not
recognize most of the emotions because in Ifrf opinion the emotions were still
hardly recognizable. It was decided to carry out a pilot experiment with Dutch
listeners before carrying out an experiment with aristish English listeners. If
the Dutch listeners proved to have a similar percentage of recogni tion of the
original emotional utterances as the English listeners of experiment I, the
percentages of recognition of the adjusted diphone speech could be taken to be
respresentative of aristish English listeners. In the pilot experiment, Dutch
listeners had to judge the recognizability of the emotions placed on diphone
utterances with the STEP variants and adjusted tempo (6 utterances), the diphone
EXPERIMENT II: IMPORTING EMOTIOO INTO DIPHONE SPEECH
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utterances wi th the STEP variants and adjusted rhythmic organization (6
utterances) and the natural emotional utterances (6 utterances).
For the first part of the pilot experiment, the adjusted diphone speech
· utterances (with the STEP variants and only tempo and with the STEP variants and
rhythmic organization of the six emotional utterances) were recorded twice on
tape, both times in different random orders. The utterances were recorded twice
in order to evaluate · the consistency of the listeners. The second time the
utterances were put in a different random order from the first time to balance
order effects. Every utterance was recorded twice in succession. The
interstimulus interval between the first and the second presentation of the same
utterance was 150 ms. Altogether, 30 utterances were recorded, 24 for actual
analysis and 6 as dummies (2 at the beginning and 4 at the end of the tape). The
dummies were spread in this way in order to avoid any unreliable judgements due
to subjects not yet being used to the procedure and to relaxation of attention
at the end. For practice, two utterances (one with adjusted tempo and one with
adjusted rhythm.ic organization) were recorded at the beginning of the tape. The
utterances were ordered in 6 blocks of 5 utterance pairs each. After every fifth
utterance a warning tone was given. The interstimulus interval between two
different utterances was 500 ms.
For the second part of the pilot experiment, the original emotional utterances
were put on tape, again twice in succession in two different random orders.
Altogether, 15 utterances were recorded, 12 for actual analysis and 3 as clummi.es
(1 at the beginning and 2 at the end of the tape). The utterances were ordered
in 3 blocks of 5 utterances each. For the rest (with respect to warning tones
etc.) this part of the tape was ordered similarly to the first part of the tape.
4.2.4. SUbjects

Ten Dutch subjects (6 males and 4 females) between the ages of 21 and 47, all
research staff or students at the Institute for Perception Research,
participated in the pilot experiment. The subjects were not paid for their
services. None of the subject& reported any hearing defects.
4.2.5. Procedure

The experiment took place in a classroom where each subject had a separate
headphone. The subjects were instructed (in Dutch) to encircle the emotion they
thought was expressed by the stimulus on a set of multiple choice answer sheets
covering the six emotions. They were also asked to indicate how adequate they
thought the emotion they had chosen was represented. For this they were given
three choices: weak, moderate or strong. For each part of the experiment a
· separate set of answer sheets was provided. Instructions to the listeners and an
example of an answer sheet are given in Appendix III. An English translation of
the Dutch instructions is also given.
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4.3. Besults
'l'he 360 ratings ( 6 emotions x 3 types of speech x 2 presentations x 10
listeners) were analysed. Firstly, the consistency of the listeners will be
examined. After this, the results of the recognizability and confusions of the
emotions in the different types of speech will be presented.
4.3.1. Listener Consistency

'l'he consistency percentage was calculated for the identifications of the
original emotional utterances only since the listeners had not been given a fair
chance to identify the diphone utterances as representing the same emotion in
both presentations clue to the difficulty in identifying these. 'l'he consistency
percentage was obtained as described in section 2.4.1., ignoring the answers the
listeners had given as to what extent the emotion they had indicated was a
representation of that emotion. 'l'he percentages are given in Table VI.

here Table VI

'l'he mean percentage of listener consistency is 81, the most consistent listeners
scoring 100% and the least consistent listener scoring 66%. Since these
percentages show that all the listeners had been fairly consistent in their
judgements of identifying the expressions, all identifications were used for
further analysis.
4.3.2. Beeognizability of e1110tions
Table VII presents the percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
diphone utterances with only adjusted tempo ( "- rhythm"), adjusted rhythmic
_organization ( "+ rhythm") and for the original utterances ( i t should be bome in
mind that all diphone utterances carry modified STEP variants). Percentages in
ordinary typeface are unweighed for judged adequacy of the emotions. The numbers
in brackets after the percentages in ordinary typeface indicate the number of
identifications (maximum 20) • Bold face percentages were obtained by weighing
the subjects' responses for judged adequacy: stimuli which had been indicated by
listeners as being a weak representation of an emotion were ignored, those which
had been indicated as being a moderate representation were counted once, and
stimuli which had been indicated as being a streng representation were counted
four times. 'l'he numbers in brackets after the bold face percentages present the
S\Dll of weighed scores (maximum 20 x 4 • 80). For the mean percentages of correct
identification across all the emotions, both the uncorrected percentages and the
percentages corrected for chance are given. 'l'he percentages corrected for chance
were calculated by means of the formula gi ven in section 2. 4. 2. One subject
neglected to write down on the first page of his answer sheet to what extent the
emotions he had indicated were a representation of that emotion. '!'hese gaps were
substituted by the modal ratings for these stimuli.
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here Table VII

'lbe •an percentage of recognition of the original emotional utterances is high,
viz. 87\ (90\ for the percentages for the weighed scores) (after correction for
chance). '!be percentage of 87\ is higher than the mean percentage of recognition
of the same utterances (74 after correction for chance) scored by the English
listeners in experiment I. '!be •an percentages of correct identification of the
diphone utterances with adjusted tempo and those with adjusted rhythmic
organization are low, 39 and 44 respectively (57 and 52 for the percentages for
the weighed scores) (after correction for chance). '!be percentages of
recognition for the diphone speech with only adjusted tempo show that half of
the emotions, viz. 'fear', 'surprise' and 'neutral' were recognized above
chance. For the diphone speech with adjusted rhythmic organization, 'anger' was
recognized at chance level. Only 'surprise' and •neutral' were recognized
reasonably well. When considering the mean percentage for the weighed scores,
the recognition of the diphone utterances with adjusted rhythmic organization is
worse than the recognition of the diphone utterances with only adjusted tempo.
'Ibis may be due to the compression or expansion of phonemes in the diphone
utterance which sometimes led toa loss of the quality of the diphone utterance.
For example, the vowels at the begiming of the utterance of 'disgust' are
longer than those of the diphone utterance whereas for the other emotions they
are all shorter. The expansion of these vowels in the diphone utterance for
'disgust' may have led toa loss of quality.
'l'ear' and •surprise' were recognized better in the diphone speech with only
adjusted tempo than in the diphone speech with adjusted rhythmic organization.
However, this does not hold for 'surprise' for the percentages for the weighed
scores. 'l'ear' had a percentage of 60 of correct recognition for the diphone
speech with adjusted tempo as opposed to 45 for the diphone speech with adjusted
rhythmic organization. The percentages of recognition for 'surprise' were 95 for
diphone speech wi tb adjusted tempo and 85 for diphone speech wi tb adjusted
rhythmic organization. Thus, for 'fear' and 'surprise', adding information (the
rhythmic organization) seems to make recognition worse. 'Ibis might be explained
by the fact that the last vowel of the original utterances of 'sadness', 'fear'
and 'surprise' was rather long as opposed to the length of this vowel in the
original diphone utterance. This means that there was a large expansion of this
vowel in the diphone utterance when the diphone utterance was adjusted to the
rhythmic organization of these emotions. This might have led to the poor
recognizability of the rhythmically adjusted diphone utterances of 'fear' and
'surprise'. As far as 'sadness' is concerned, the expansion of the last vowel,
or rather the last part of the utterance, may just have been a cue for listeners
to recognize the utterance as 'sadness'.

The percentages of recognition of 'sadness', 'anger' and 'disgust' were higher
with adjusted rhythmic organization than with only adjusted tempo. For 'sadness'
there was a difference in the recognition of adjusted tempo and adjusted
rhythmic organization of 30%, for both 'anger' and 'disgust' this difference was
only 5% (for both emotions). However, when considering the percentages for the
weighed scores, the rhythmic organization hardly improves the recognition for
'anger' and even makes it worse for 'disgust'. To conclude, only the recognition
30
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of 'sadness' gets better when the rhythmic organization is added.
4.3.3. Cc:lnfusion of emotions
In Table VIII confusion matrices are presented with recognition percentages of

the emotions for the diphone utterances wi th only adjusted tempo ("-rhythm")
(Table VIII A), adjusted rhythmic organization ( "+ rhythm") (Table VIII B) and

.for the original utterances (Table VIII C). '!be percentages in ordinary typeface
indicate percentages of recognition for the raw scores. '!be numbers in brackets
after the percentages in ordinary typeface present the number of identifications
(maximum 20). flle bold face percentages indicate percentages of recognition for
the weighed scores. '!be numbers in brackets after the bold face percentages
present the sum of weighed scores (maximum 20 x 4 • 80).

here Table VIII

When only the tempo of 'sadness' is adjusted in diphone speech, the diphone
speech is recognized as 'neutral' in 60% of the cases. When the diphone speech
ia aligned with the rhythmic organization of 'sadness', the diphone speech is
recognized as 'disgust' in 50% of the cases. In both types of adjusted diphone
speech, 'anger' is recognized as any of the other emotions. Most of the times
'disgust' is recognized as 'sadness', both in the diphone speech adjusted to the
tempo as well as in the diphone speech adjusted to the rhythmic organization of
the original utterance of 'disgust'. So the rhythmic organizations of 'sadness'
and 'disgust' seem to have features in common which the rhythmic organization of
'neutral' does not have.
4.4. Ccnclusion

"'!be high mean percentage of recogni tion (af ter correction for chance) of the
original emotional utterances shows that the Dutch listeners were even better
than the English listeners of experiment I in recognizing natural emotional
utterances in Bristish English speech. 'lberefore the poor results for the
recogni tion of the 'emotional' diphone speech cannot be clue to incalp!tent
listeners.
From the small difference (5%) between the two mean percentages of recognition
of the diphone utterances with adjusted tempo and those with adjusted rhythmic
organization (after correction for chance) we might conclude that there is not
mch difference in recognizability of diphone speech with only the tempo or with
the whole rhythmic organization of original emotional utterances. only for the
recognition of 'sadness' does rhythmic organization seem to play a less than
marginal role. Still, as can be seen from the confusion matrices, the diphone
speech with the rhythmic organization of 'sadness' is recognized more often as
'disgust' than as 'sadness'. In general, only 'surprise' and 'neutral' can be
said to have been recognized fairly well, both in diphone speech with adjusted
teiço and with adjusted rhythmic organization. From this fact we can conclude
that voice quality is not important for the recognition of 'surprise'. At this
stage it could only be guessed which parameter contributed to the high
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recognition percentage of 'surprise' in the diphone speech. Since 'surprise' had
a rise at the end of the utterance as well as a large excursion width (21 ST) it
was assumed that it was one or both of these parameters which made 'surprise'
recognizable in the diphone speech since the rest of the intonation parameters
(rate of declination and endfrequency) were standard or very near to standard •
. Whether a rise at the end of the utterance and a large excursion width are also
important in natural speech will be tested in the following experiment.
From the overall results of experiment II, it can be concluded that for most
emotions dealt with in this study, it is not possible to make up an emotionally
sounding utterance of concatenated diphones wi th adjusted intonation contours
and adjusted rhythmic organization obtained from a natural emotional utterance
making up that same sentence. Supposedly, diphone speech lacks certain features
which are present in natural speech. Of course, the use of stylized STEP
variants which were not identical to the intonation contours of the original
emotional utterances could also have contributed to the poor recognition of the
diphone utterances. However, I consider this to be very unlikely since the STEP
variants were perceptually equivalent to the close-copy stylizations of the
original emotional utterances. Yet, since the perceptual equivalence of the STEP
variants and the close-copy stylizations had not been tested formally, we can
never be completely certain what role the STEP variants played in the
recognition of the diphone utterances. This will be investigated in the
following experiment. Since in experiment II intonation contours and rhythmic
organization had been adjusted to those of the original emotional utterances,
. the only parameter which was completely different f rom the original utterances
was the voice quality. Since the voice quality of diphone speech is considered
to be neut ral, we must conclude that i t is very probable that i t was this
parameter which contributed to the poor recognition of the emotions in most of
the 'emotional' diphone utterances. In order to be definitely sure of this
claim, all prosodie parameters of the original utterances should be conveyed to
an equal diphone utterance in their original form, i.e., without any
adjustments. However, since I assumed that the poor recognition of the emotions
in most of the 'emotional' diphone utterances was due to the neutral voice
quali ty, another experiment was carried out in which parameters such as
intonation features, tempo and rhythmic organization would be eliminated or
manipulated f rom the resynthesized speech of speaker 5 of experiment I. By
manipulating or eliminating the prosodie parameters in the resynthesized speech,
the role of the different parameters can be measured.
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5. Experiment III: Bmoti011 in resynthesizecl natural speech
5.1. Introduction
In the third experiment the relative importance of the tempo, rhythmic
organization and intonation of the original emotional utterances will be
measured. Fran the results of experiment II it cannot be said with certainty
·whether the poor rec~ition of most of the 'emotional' diphone utterances was
due to the neutral voice quality of the diphone speech or whether the difference
between stylized contours and the STEP variants prohibi ted the recogni tion of
the emotions. Therefore the recognizability of the STEP variants for emotion
also has to be tested.
5.2. Approach

The recognizability of the STEP variants for emotion can be tested by conveying
these variants to utterances with a natural voice quality, viz. the
resynthesized natural emotional utterances. The recognizability of the
resynthesized natural utterances wi th STEP variants will then have to be
compared with the recognizability of the resynthesized stylized natural
emotional utterances. If the percentages of recogni tion of both the
resynthesized natural emotional utterances with STEP variants and the
resynthesized stylized emotional utterances appear to be high, we must conclude
that the voice quali ty is important for the recognizabili ty of emotions in
Bristish English speech. If, however, the percentages of recognition of the
resynthesized natural emotional utterances with the STEP variants prove to be
low and those of the resynthesized stylized natural utterances high, we must
conclude that the STEP variants are not sui table for replacing the stylized
intonation contours. The question which arises then is whether the poor
recogni tion of the 'emotional' diphone speech of experiment II can only be
ascribed to the non-replacabili ty of the stylized intonation contours by STEP
variants or whether the voice quality of the diphone speech also played a role
in this. This would have to be tested by means of another experiment in which
·the original intonation curves (together with tempo and rhythmic values) of the
emotional utterances are conveyed to diphone utterances. If these diphone
utterances, adjusted for natural intonation curves, tempo and rhythmic
organization, are identified as emotions, we must conclude that in experiment II
the STEP variants conveyed to the diphone speech caused the poor recognition of
the emotions in the diphone speech. If these diphone utterances are not
recognized as emotions, we must conclude that the voice quality is important for
the recognizability of emotions in Bristish English speech, since this is now
the only factor left which can have caused the poor recogni tion of the
'emotional' diphone utterances.
If both the percentages of recognition of the resynthesized natural emotional
utterances wi th STEP variants and of the resynthesized stylized emotional
utterances appear to be low, we must conclude that al ready by resynthesis
features are lost which are important for the conveyance of emotions in Bristish
English speech. Since in experiment I and II the original emotional speech
presented to the listeners was unprocessed (i.e., non-resynthesized), I have not
been able to determine wi th certainty whether the poor recogni tion of the
•emotional' diphone speech in experiment II was not due to the use of
resynthesized speech in the first place. In experiment III, therefore, it will
be tested whether there is a difference between the recognition of the
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W'lprocessed emotional utterances and the resynthesized stylized utterances. Here
the reader should bear in mind that the resynthesized stylized utterances were
perceptually equal to the resynthesized non-stylized utterances. If it proves to
be the case that already by resynthesis features of emotional speech are lost,
the way to test whether in natural non-resynthesized speech original intonation
curves can be replaced by STEP variants should be done by means of programs in
which other technigues of ( re )synthesis are used instead of LPC, for example
pitch-synchronous overlap-add (PSOLA) (Charpentier & Moulines 1989). PSOLA is a
technigue by which not only the formant tracks are conveyed when utterances are
resynthesized (as is the case with LPC) but also the vocal cord properties.
PSOLA was not used in the present stucly because at the time the experiments were
carried out no easy way had been found to manipulate intonation features and
rhythmic organization at the same time using this technigue.
The relative importance of tempo, rhythmic organization and (parameters of)
intonation of the original emotional utterances will be determined by means of
elimination and manipulation of these parameters. Among other things, these
parameters will be manipulated by changing them (one by one and in canbinations)
to the values they had in the STEP variant found for the 'neutral' utterance of
experiment I, assuming that neutral speech is non-emotional. In experiment II
the 'neutra!' utterance proved to be recognizable with standard intonation
values of STEP (endfreguency, excursion width and rate of declination). For the
emotional utterances it was necessary to change one or more of these values in
order to have the intonation variants of STEP similar to the stylized intonation
contours of the original utterances. The 'neutra!' utterance used in this stucly
was faster than any of the emotional utterances. In reports of former
experiments in which neutral speech of an utterance was compared with emotional
speech of that same utterance, the tempo of the 'neutra!' utterance was also
faster than the tempo of the emotional utterances (Williams & Stevens 1972, van
der Bas et al. 1989).
It should be noted that although the voice guality of the 'neutral' utterance of
experiment I should be considered to be neutral, we cannot eguate this utterance
with a similar utterance made of diphones since utterances made of diphones are
taken from accented syllables only. By conveying parameters of the emotional
utterances to the 'neutral' utterance of experiment I, I shall also try to find
out whether i t is possible to obtain an emotional utte rance wi th the voice
guality of a 'neutra!' utterance.
5.3. Nethod
5.3.1. StiDJli

. The STEP variants foW'ld for the different emotions were conveyed to the
resynthesized original utterances in order to assess the difference between the
recognizability of the stylized intonation contours and the STEP variants. In
order to test whether emotional utterances lose their emotional vocal content by
resynthesis, both the W'lprocessed emotional utterances of speaker 5 of
experiment I were presented to listeners, as well as the stylized resynthesized
emotional utterances. The resynthesized emotional utterances with their original
intonation curves were not presented, since I considered the resynthesized
stylized utterances perceptually egual to the resynthesized utterances with the
original intonation curves. The recognition percentages of the stylized
utterances were needed for comparison wi th manipulated utterances which were
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made with the help of the stylized utterances. For example, when assessing the
role of excursion width by changing i t to the standard value of STEP, i t was
easier to change the excursion width of a stylized utterance than of an
ut te rance wi th an original intonation curve. Obviously, the role of the
excursion width could then only be assessed by comparing the changed intonation
contour wi th the standard excursion width to i ts stylized intonation contour
(not to its original intonation curve).
In order to determinè the relati ve importance of the tempo of the emotional
utterances, the five resynthesized emotional utterances with their stylized F0
contours were speeded up to the tempo of the 'neutral' utterance. In order to
•asure the relative importance of the rhythmic organization of the emotional
utterances, the five resynthesized emotional utterances with their stylized F0
contours were aligned to the rhythmic organization of the 'neutral' utterance
(thus obtaining natural emotional utterances with 'neutral' tempo and a
'neutral' rhythmic organization).
In order to assess the role of intonation, the standard STEP variant found for
'neutral' (from subset 1) for experiment II was conveyed to the various
emotional resynthesized utterances. The STEP variant of 'neutral' which was
conveyed to the resynthesized emotional utterances got the same values for
endfrequency and rate of declination as found for the emotional utterances. From
these utterances ten other utterances wi th standard intonation variants were
made in order to measure the role of the tempo and the rhythmic organization,
viz. five (for all emotions except 'neutral') of which the tempo was speeded up
to the tempo of 'neutral' and five of which the rhythm was aligned to the rhythm
of 'neutral' •
Another way to assess the role of the intonation was to change the intonation
curves of the six resynthesized emotional utterances toa declination line with
standard values of STEP for endfrequency and rate of declination. From these
utterances ten other utterances were made in order to measure the role of the
tempo and the rhythmic organization, viz. five the tempo of which was speeded up
to the tempo of 'neutral' and five the rhythm of which was aligned to the rhythm
of 'neutral' •
· For experiment II none of the stylized intonation contours of the emotional
utterances could be replaced by a STEP pattern with a standard excursion width
(• 12 ST) without an apparent loss of perceptual equivalence between the
original intonation curves and the STEP variants. The role of the excursion
width for the recognizability of the vocal expressions of emotion was now tested
by making the excursion width standard in the stylized utterances.
For the emotions for which the STEP variant had either no standard declination
or no standard endfrequency ( 'anger', 'fear' and 'disgust'), the stylized
utterances of these emotions were changed to utterances wi th both a standard
declination and a standard endfrequency. Although 'surprise' had an endfrequency
of 65 Hz, I did not think the difference between 65 and 70 Hz (the standard
endfrequency in STEP) would result in a difference of the recognition of this
emotion. 'l'herefore no ut te rance of 'surprise' was made of which the endf requency
was 70 Hz.
With the help of the stylized utterances, some other utterances were made for
scme emotions in order to test the role of certain intonational features which
were present in the STEP variants found for these emotions, as mentioned in
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section 4.2.1.. 'Anger' and 'fear' had been represented by STEP variants of
subset 5. In order to test whether it was necessary that 'anger' and 'fear' were
represented by a late high onset of the last fall in order to be recognizable,
utterances of 'anger' and 'fear' were made with features of contours of subset
1, viz. with the last accent represented by a normal (i.e., not extra high) fall
begiming at 40 ms after vowel onset.
In its stylized intonation contour, the begiming of the utterance of 'anger'
was represented by an' unaccented rise which ended above the upper declination
line founcl for the STEP variant. In experiment III it will be tested whether
there is a difference between the recognition of 'anger' with an unaccented rise
between the lower and upper declination line at the begiming of the utterance,
and with this rise ending above the upper declination line as it did in the
stylized contour.
In the utterance of 'fear' there was a pause of 200 ms between "on" and
"Monday". In order to find out whether 'fear' was still recognizable without
this pause, the stylized utterance of 'fear' will be changed in such a way that
there is no pause between "on" and "Monday".
The STEP variant found for 'disgust' was only perceptually equivalent to the
stylized utterance of 'disgust' when the accents in the STEP variant were
advanced. We should then expect that 'disgust' will not be recognizable with
non-advanced accents. This expectation will be tested by using the stylized
utterance of 'disgust' with the accents occurring at places as they would occur
in a standardized STEP variant (i.e., non-advanced). Another condition for the
perceptual equivalence of the STEP variant found for 'disgust' and its original
was that the f inal full-si ze fall was changed into a final half-si ze fall.
Whether it was essential that the final fall should be half-size will also be
tested in experiment III.
Both the STEP variants of 'sadness' and 'surprise' had a rise at the end. The
rise for 'sadness' was unaccented and gradual whereas the rise for 'surprise'
was accented and abrupt. For both emotions the role of the rise for the
recognition of the emotions will be tested by making utterances without a rise
at the end.
A suggestion was made to put the parameters of the emotions on the 'neutral'
utterance of speaker 5 of experiment I. It could then be tested whether the
neutral voice quali ty of a 'neutral' utterance had a different effect on the
recognition of the emotions when parameters of emotional utterances of the same
sentence were conveyed to it as when this was done fora diphone utterance of
the same sentence.
In Table IX a systematic specification of part of the stimuli of experiment III
is given. The rest of the utterances of experiment III (those of the 'neutral'
original and its modifications, those with the parameters of the emotions on the
'neutral' utterance and those which were made for some emotions in order to test
the role of certain intonational features which were present in the STEP
variant) are given below the systematic specification. It should be noted that
the tempo and the rhythmic organization of 'neutral' were only conveyed to the
resynthesized utterances and not to the original unprocessed ones, since
changing duration values is only possible when utterances have been
resynthesized.
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here Table IX

The 74 utterances were recorded on tape (together with 6 dummies) in random

order in blocks of 10 utterance pairs each. 1he blocks were repeated in a
different random order for a second presentation to balance order effects.

Al.most all utterances were recorded twice in order to evaluate the consistency
of the listeners. For reasons of not presenting too many stimuli, the
unprocessed emotional utterances were recorded only once (for the first
presentation of the stimuli) whereas for the second presentation of the stimuli
the stylized resynthesized utterances were recorded instead of the unprocessed
ones. Every utterance was recorded twice in succession. 1he interstimulus
interval between the first and the second presentation of the same utterance was
150 ms. The 6 dunmies were recorded (3 at the begiMing and 3 at the end of the
tape) in order to avoid any unreliable judgements due to subjects not yet being
used to the procedure or to relaxation of attention at the end. ror practice,
five utterances (an unprocessed utterance, an utterance with a STEP variant, an
utterance with declination only, a (stylized) utterance with the tempo of
'neutral' and a (stylized) utterance with the rhythmic organization of
'neutral' ) were recorded at the begiMing of the tape. The utterances were
ordered in 8 blocks. After every tenth utterance pair a warning tone was given.
The interstimulus interval between two different utterances was 500 ms.
5.3.2. SUbjects
Eight English subjects (7 males and 1 female) between the ages of 27 and 57, all
working at the European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC)
participated in the experiment. The subjects were not paid for their services.
None of the subjects reported any hearing impairment.
5.3.3. Procedure

The experiment took pace in a quiet room. The tape was played on a tape recorder
over two loudspeakers. The subjects were instructed to encircle the emotion they
thought was expressed by the stimulus on a set of multiple choice answer sheets
covering the six emotions. They were also asked to indicate how adequate they
thought the emotion they had chosen was represented. For this they were given
three choices: bad, moderate or good. For each block there was a separate set of
answer sheets. Instructions to the listeners and an example of an answer sheet
are given in Appendix IV.
5.4. Results
There were 8 missing responses. These were not included in the analysis of the
answers. 1'he remaining 1176 ratings (74 stimuli x 2 presentations x 8

listeners - 8 missing responses) were statistically analysed. Firstly, the
consistency of the listeners will be examined. After this, the results of the
recognizability and confusions of the emotions in different conditions will be
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examined.
5.4.1. Listerler cansistency
The consistency percentage was obtained as described in sections 2.4.1. and

4.3.1., ignoring the answers the listeners had given as to what extent the
emotion they had indicated was a representation of that emotion. The percentages
are given in Table x. ·

here Table X

The mean percentage of listener consistency is 65, the most consistent listener
scoring 77% and the least consistent listener scoring 46%. Since these
percentages show that all the listeners had been fairly consistent in their
judgements of identifying the expressions, all identifications were used for
further analysis.
5.4.2. Recognizability of ea>tions

According to an analysis of variance with contour (unprocessed and
resynthesized, STEP, 'neutral' pattern), tempo (original, 'neutral' tempo,
'neutral' rhythmic organization) and emotion as fixed factors, the following
factors are significant for the recognition of the emotions: the contour F(2,
861) • 90.9, p < 0.001, the emotion, F (5,861) • 44.3, p < 0.001, and the sort
of tempo/rhythmic organization, F(2, 861) • 30.1, p < 0.001.
Table XI presents the percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
unprocessed (i.e., non-resynthesized) utterances. The percentages are presented
in the same way as in Table VII in section 4.3.2. The percentages corrected for
chance were calculated by means of the formula gi ven in section 2. 4. 2. • The
layout of the following tables is simi.lar to the layout of Table XI.

here Table XI

When comparing the mean percentage after correction for chance for the
unprocessed utterances (85 for the raw scores and 91 for the weighed scores)
with those of the Dutch listeners in experiment II (87 for the raw scores and 90
for the weighed scores) , we see that the English and Dutch listeners achieve
simi.lar results.
5.4.2.1. 'l1le effect of resynthesis and stylization
We see that except for the recognition of 'fear' there is either no difference
in the recognition of unprocessed and resynthesized stylized utterances or the
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recognition of the resynthesized stylized utterances is even better than that of
the unprocessed utterances (in the case of 'sadness' and 'disgust'). Apparently
features of the vocal cords are important for the conveyance of 'fear'.
5.4.2.2. '!be effect of S'l'EP variants
Table XII presents the percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
original resynthesized stylized utterances (as in the second column of Table XI)
and for the STEP variants which were conveyed to the resynthesized emotional
utterances.

here Table XII

'ltle only emotion for which there is no difference in recogni tion between the
atylized and STEP contour is 'smprise'. The recognition of 'enger' and

'disgust' has decreased considerably whereas, strangely enough, 'fear' has a
nich higher recognition rate with its STEP variant than with its stylized
contour (63 vs 13%). The recognition of 'neutral' also decreases with the STEP
variant, but not as much as that of 'anger' and 'disgust'. Although the
recognition of the emotional resynthesized utterances with the STEP variants is
worse than the recognition of the utterances with stylizations, the STEP
variants are still recognized above chance.
S.4.2.3. '!be effect of the tempo and rhythmic organization of 'neutral' for the
resynthesized stylized utterances
Table XIII presents the percentages of correct identification per emotion for
the original resynthesized stylized utterances, those with the tempo of the
'neutral' utterance and those with the rhythmic organization of the 'neutral'
utterance.

here Table XIII

When the emotions get the tempo of 'neutral' (0.19 syll/sec) the recognition
decreases (except for 'fear'), having the greatest effect on the recognition of
'sadness' and the least effect on the recognition of 'surprise'. From these data
i t is evident that 'sadness' should have a slow tempo (i t had in fact the
slowest tempo of all the emotions in this study (2610 ms as opposed to 1710 ms
for 'neutral'). Although 'disgust' had a slow tempo as well (2570 ms), a higher
tempo does not have as much an effect on i ts recogni tion as i t has on the
recognition of 'sadness'. The tempo of 'anger' (2070 ms) was closer to the tempo
of 'neutral' than that of 'sadness' and 'disgust'. Still, it appears that
'enger' should not have a tempo which is as high as the tempo of 'neutral'. As
far as 'surprise' is concemed, its recognition hardly decreases with the fast
tempo of 'neutral'. Although 'surprise' was already represented by a high tempo
(1960 ms), it apparently does not much harm if it is represented by an even
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higher tempo. The recognition of 'fear' with the tempo of 'neutral' appears to
be more or less similar to the recognition of the utterance with its original
tempo (2110 ms). From this we may conclude that a high tempo does not have a
deteriorating effect on the recogni tion of 'fear' . When not only the tempo of
'neutral' but also the rhythmic organization is conveyed to the emotions, this
bas no or hardly any effect on the recognition of 'anger' and 'surprise'. The
recognition of 'sadness' decreases even more and considering the percentages
calculated for the weighed scores, 'fear' is not recognized anymore at all. For
'disgust' the rhythmic organization appears to be of importance since there is a
considerable fall in the percentage of recogni tion when the rhythmic
organization of 'neutral' is conveyed to it as compared to the percentage of
recognition when only the tempo of 'neutral' is conveyed.
5.4.2.4. 'lbe effect of the standard STEP variant of 'neutral'
Table XIV presents the percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
original resynthesized stylized utterances and for the (resynthesized)
utterances with the standard STEP variant fo\U'ld for 'neutral' (from subset 1).
The latter are subdivided into those with original tempo and rhythmic
organization, those with the tempo of 'neutral' and those with the rhythmic
organization of 'neutral'.

here Table XIV

When the intonation contour is changed toa 'neutral' one, the recognition of
all the emotions drops, which bas the greatest effect on the recogni tion of
'fear' and 'surprise'. There is a slight rise in the recognition of these two
emotions with the 'neutral' intonation contour when either the tempo or the
rhythmic organization of 'neutral' are conveyed to them as well. There is a
decline in the recognition of 'sadness' when its tempo and rhythmic organization
are changed to those of 'neutral'. The same is true of 'disgust'. For 'anger'
the recognition is slightly better with the tempo of 'neutral' than with the
original tempo but drops considerably when the rhythmic organization is changed
to that of 'neutral'. Strangely enough, 'surprise' is recognized better with the
rhythmic organization of 'neutral' than with the 'neutral' tempo.
5.4.2.5. 'lbe effect of leaving out the intonation contour
Table >N presents the percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
original resynthesized stylized utterances and for the ( resynthesized)
utterances the intonation contours of which were changed to a standard
declination line. The utterances wi th the standard declination line are again
subdivided into those with original tempo and rhythmic organization, those with
the tempo of 'neutral' and those with the rhythmic organization of 'neutral'.

here Table >N
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was the case with the utterances with the STEP variant found for 'neutral',
the recognition of all the emotions, except for 'sadness' drops greatly when
the intonation contours are left out. For 'fear' and 'surprise' the effect of
leaving out the contour is again the greatest: no recognition remains in any of
the conditions for the percentages calculated for the weighed scores. 'Badness'
appears to be recognized better with declination only and original tempo and
rhythmic organization· than with its own intonation contour under the same
conditions. 'Anger' and 'disgust' are recognized better with a 'neutral'
intonation contour than with declination only. Again there is a decline in the
recognition of 'sadness' when its tempo and rhythmic organization are changed to
those of 'neutral'. The utterance of 'disgust' with declination only was
recognized better with the tempo of 'neutra!' than with its original tempo. For
the recognition of 'anger', there was no difference in the recognition of the
two different tempi for the raw scores. For all the emotions, the change from
the tempo of 'neutra!' to the rhythmic organization of 'neutral' has a
deteriorating effect on their recognition (if there was any recognition at all
wi th the tempo of 'neutral' ) •
As

5.4.2.6. '!be effect of a standard excursion width

Table XVI presents the percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
original resynthesized stylized utterances and for the ( resynthesized)
utterances with their stylized contour with a standard excursion width (12 ST).

here Table XVI

was the case with the recognition of 'fear' with its STEP contour, the
recognition of this emotion is also better with a standard excursion width than
with the original excursion width. As far as the other emotions are concerned,
·the change from the original excursion width toa standard one appears to have a
deteriorating effect on their recognition, this effect being the most noticeable
for 'surprise' (for 'sadness' when considering the percentages calculated for
the weighed scores) and the least for 'anger'.
As

5.4.2. 7. '1he effect of the prosodie parameters of the emoticnal utterances on
the 'neutral' utterance

Table XVII presents the percentages of correct identification for the 'neutral'
utterance to which all prosodie parameters (except amplitude) of the emotional
utterances had been conveyed.

here Table XVII

It should be noted that the voice quality of these utterances was bad. Partly
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this was due to the fact that when adjusting the phonemes of the neutral
utterance to the duration of the phonemes of an emotional utterance, voiced
parts of the neutral utterance sometimes had to be extended to such a length
that resluting utterances did not sound natural. There is hardly any recognition
of 'anger' and 'fear' whereas 'surprise' bas a recognition rate of 100%. The
recognition of 'sadness' and 'clisgust' is above chance.
S.4.2.8. '!be effect of· special features
Table XVIII presents the percentages of correct identification for the stimuli
which had been made for some emotions in order to test the role of certain
intonational features which were present in the STEP variants found for these
emotions. In order to compare these with their original stylized utterances,
both the percentages of recogni tion of the stylized utterances and of the
changed utterances are given.

here Table XVIII

'lbe recognition of 'anger' decreases a little when its declination and
endfrequency are changed to standard values. When the last accent is changed to
an early and small one (subset 1) the decrease in recognition is much higher and
the emotion gets confused with all the other emotions. When the unaccented rise
at the beginning of the utterance ends below the upper declination line, 'anger'
gets mixed up with 'fear' in 25% of the cases, also resulting in a decrease in
recognition. The recognition of 'fear' with a standard endfrequency and a
standard declination line was still as bad (or even worse for the percentages
for the weighed scores) as the recognition of the stylized utterance. Although
the recognition percentages for 'fear' for the utterance with an early and small
last accent (subset 1) and for the utterance without a pause were better than
the recogni tion of the stylized ut te rance (except for the percentage for the
weighed scores for 'fear' with features of contours of subset 1), they are still
very low. For 'disgust' the inclination and endfrequency seem to be important
since there is a considerable drop in the recognition of this emotion when the
inclination is changed to standard declination and when endf requency is also
changed to standard. Such a drop is even more remarkable when the accents of
'disgust' are changed to standard ones (advanced). In both cases 'clisgust' is
almost always confused with 'sadness'. The recognition of 'disgust' also
decreases when the final fall is changed from half-size to full-size. However,
this drop in recognition is not as big as was the case for the other changes in
the intonation pattern of 'clisgust'. 'sadness' without a rise at the end bas a
lower recognition percentage than when the intonation pattern bas a rise at the
end. The same is true of 'surprise' which bas only a slight drop in recognition
( for the percentages for the weighed scores) • Thus we can say that i t is not
necessary for 'surprise' to have a rise at the end in order to be recognized.
In order to get a clear view of the recogni tion percentages of the stimuli
. presented in the systematic specification of Table IX, these are presented in
the following table.
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here Table XIX

5.4.3. C0nfusions of the eaK>tions
1

In Table XX confusion matrices are presented with recognition percentages of the
following utterances: ( l) the unprocessed and the resynthesized stylized
utterances, (2) the utterances with STEP contours, (3) the utterances with
'neutral' intonation contours, (4) the utterances with declination only, (5) the
utterances with intonation contours with a standard excursion width and (6) the
'neutral' utterance to which the prosodie parameters (except amplitude) of the
emotional utterances were conveyed. The percentages were collapsed over the
tempo and rhythmic conditions.

here Table XX

From Table xx.l with the recognition percentages of the unprocessed and the
resynthesized stylized utterances, we see that 'sadness' is recognized more
times as another emotion, viz. 'neutral' than as the emotion it represents. This
also holds for 'fear' which is recognized as 'surprise' in most cases. 'Disgust'
is confused with all of the other emotions.
Table XX. 2 wi th the recogni tion percentages of the utterances wi th the STEP
contours presents a different view: here all the emotions are recognized most of
the time as the emotions they represent, with a only few confusions with other
emotions (except for 'anger 'which is recognized as 'fear' quite often).
Not surprisingly we see in Table xx.3 with the recognition percentages of the
utterances with a 'neutral' intonation contour that when a 'neutral' intonation
contour is conveyed to the emotions the gene ral percentage of recogni tion of
'neutral' is high.
rrom Table XX. 4 wi th the recogni tion percentages of the utterances for which the
intonation contour was changed toa standard declination line, we see that there
is a recognition bias towards 'neutral' for 'fear' and 'surprise'. we also see
that virtually none of the emotions are recognized as 'fear' or 'surprise'.
was the case for some other confusion matrices (Table XX.l and XX.3) we see
from Table XX.5 with the recognition percentages of the utterances with the
stylized intonation contours with a standard excursion width and from Table XX.6
with the recognition percentages of the 'neutral' utterance to which the
prosodie parameters of the emotional utterances were conveyed that the utterance
of 'fear' is often confused with 'surprise'. In these two tables the rest of the
emotions are mostly recognized as the emotions they represent, except for
'anger' in Table XX.6 which gets confused with both 'fear' and 'disgust'.
As
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5.5. Conclusion
5.5.1. General

From experiment III it appears that except for 'fear' the utterances do not lose
their emotional vocal content by resynthesis. The mean recognition percentage of
the resynthesized stylized utterances was higher than the mean recogni tion
percentage of the resynthesized utterances with adjusted STEP variants. This
may, together with other factors, have played a role in the poor recognition of
the emotional diphone utterances of experiment II. In general, changing the
intonation contour of the emotional utterances to the STEP variant found for
'neutral' has a detrimental effect on their recognition. This also holds for
leaving out the intonation contour, or reducing or extending the excursion width
to standard (leaving out the intonation contour being the most detrimental and
changing the excursion width to standard the least) • For the utterances wi th
declination only, the re is a drop in recogni tion for all the emotions. Here
there is hardly any recognition of 'fear' and 'surprise'. For 'fear' this may be
due to the change in endfrequency from 135 to 70 Hz and for 'surprise' to the
change from an excursion width of 21 ST to O ST, thus causing a drop in overall
pitch. When the tempo of the emotional utterances is changed to that of
'neutral' , the mean percentages of recogni tion decrease for the resynthesized
utterances and for the utterances with the STEP variant of 'neutral' but not for
the utterances with declination only. However, the difference between the mean
recognition percentage of the utterances with declination only with original
tempo and rhythmic organization and those with only the 'neutral' tempo are so
small (32 vs 33% and 44 vs 46% for the percentages for the weighed scores (after
correction for chance) ) that they may be considered to be negligible. The change
to the rhythmic organization of 'neutral' has a deteriorating effect on the mean
recognition percentage of all intonational variants (stylized, STEP variant of
'neutral' and declination only) for all emotions. We can say that changing the
rhythmic organization of an emotional utterances to the rhythmic organization of
'neutral' has a more harmful effect on the recogni tion of the emotional
utterances than changing the tempo of an emotional utterance to the tempo of
'neutral'. As regards the confusion matrices, we see a tendency of 'fear' to be
recognized as 'surprise' for the unprocessed and resynthesized stylized
utterances for the contours with a standard range and for the 'neutral'
utterance with the parameters of 'fear'. The emotion with which 'sadness' gets
confused mostly is 'neutral' whereas this is the other way around for 'neutral'.
Apparently 'sadness' is recognized mostly as 'neutral' when the tempo and the
rhythmic organization of 'neutral' are conveyed to it. The intonation contour
seems to be of minor importance for the recognition of 'sadness' . we cannot be
sure whether or not the intonation contour of 'neutral' should have an excursion
width of 12 ST in order to be recognized or whether the excursion width may also
be smaller.
In the following section the effect of the different intonation variants and the
conveyance of the tempo and the rhythmic organization of 'neutral' will be
examined for the separate emotions. When possible, a comparison wi th the
parameter values given in Table I are given. When it is considered unprobable
that the results of experiment II and III will be refuted in future research,
suggestions are given for parameter values for emotional recipes.
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5.5.2. Per aaotion

Sadness

From the fact that the ut te rance wi th declination only was recognized even
better than the resynthesized stylized contour, we may conclude that 'sadness'
should not have large excursions. This claim is supported by the rather low
recognition percentages found for the other contours conveyed to 'sadness' which
both had an excursion width of 12 ST ( the 'neutral' STEP variant and the contour
with a standard excursion width). Although the recognition percentage for
'sadness' without a rise at the end was lower than when it had a rise, from the
recognition percentage of the utterance with declination only with original
tempo and rhythmic organization we see that it is not necessary for 'sadness' to
have a rise at the end in order to be recognized. The tempo of 'sadness' should
be slow and in any case not as fast as the tempo of 'neutral' • Since the
recogni tion percentages of the utterances wi th the rhythmic organization of
'neutral' are worse than those of the utterance with the tempo of 'neutral', the
rhythmic organization of 'sadness' may also be of importance for its
recognition. This, however, can only be tested by conveying the rhythmic
organization of 'neutral' to 'sadness' but not changing the tempo of the
utterance. The claims made here are in line with Table I in which 'sadneas' is
twice represented by a narrow pitch range and five times by a slow tempo. To
conclude we cann say that the excursion width for 'sadness' should not be more
than 6 ST whereas its tempo should be slow.
Anger

The only time when 'anger' was recognized perfectly was when the unprocessed and
the resynthesized stylized utterances were presented. With the STEP variant
chosen for 'anger', its recognition almost decreased by 50%, being confused with
'fear' most of the time. In fact, the recognition of 'anger' with the STEP
variant of 'neutral' is even a little better than with its "own" STEP variant.
With a contour with a standard excursion width or with a contour with standard
declination and standard endfrequency, 'anger' is recognized quite well.
Therefore it is strange that the utterance of 'anger' with an early and small
last accent (of 12 ST) was not recognized well and that the recognition of
'anger' with a contour within the lower and upper declination line was also
worse than the recognition of the contour with a standard excursion width. The
roles of the tempo and the rhythmic organization are hard to tel1 since in some
cases there is a drop in the recogni tion when the tempo or the rhythmic
organization are changed to those of 'neutral' and in other cases such a drop
does not occur. However, if we take the counsel of Table I, 'anger' should be
represented by a fast tempo.
Pear

It seems as if the resynthesis of the utterance of 'fear' has very much changed
the utterance since the recogni tion percentage of the resynthesized stylized
utterance of 'fear' is very low, so are the recogni tion percentages for the
changed stylized ut te rance of 'fear' ( standard declination and endf requency,
early and small last accent, and no pause). However, the recognition percentage
of the STEP variant found for 'fear' is rather high. Since this is also a
resynthisized utterance, I cannot think of a factor which may have increased the
recognition. 'Fear' does not seem to suffer from a high tempo for its
recognition (which is affirmed by Table I) but as the recognition percentages of
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'fear' are generally low, it is difficult to assess the role of the tempo or of

the rhythmic organization for this emotion. From Table I we cannot learn wl'lether

the pitch range of 'fear' should be large or small.
Disgust

Mvanced accents may be a feature of 'disgust' since the recognition percentage
for the utterance with non-advanced (•standard) accents was lower than for the
resynthesized utteranée. However, the STEP variant of •neutral' conveyed to
'disgust' was recognized well wl'lile the accents were standard here. The
inclination and endf requency also seem to play a role as well as a half-si ze
fall at the end of the utterance. When the accents in 'clisgust' get a standard
range, the recognition drops a little, wl'lich is in accordance with Table I in
which it is stated that 'disgust' should either have a narrow or a mid pitch
range. 'Disgust' is recognized fairly well with the fast •neutral' tempo (for
the utterance with declination only even better than with the original tempo)
but the recognition invariably drops wl'len the rhythmic organization of •neutral'
is conveyed to it. 'l'he former observation is not in line with Table I which
indicates a slow tempo for 'disgust' twice.
SUrprise

'l'he intonation contour of 'surprise' is very important since there is virtually
no recognition left for the utterance wl'len only declination is conveyed to this
emotion. The voice quality of •surprise' appears to be of no importance since
with the intonation contour of 'surprise' conveyed to the 'neutral' utterance,
the recognition rate was 100%. 'l'his observation had already been made for the
results of the pilot experiment in wl'lich the recognition rate of •surprise' was
also very high for all conditions. Preferably the excursion width of 'surprise'
should be higher than 12 ST which is in accordance wi th Table I. A rise at the
end is not obligatory for this emotion in order to be recognized. 1be fast tempo
of •neutral' is very suitable for 'surprise' so is the rhythmic organization.
Whether 'surprise' will also be recognized with a slower tempo than its original
tempo should be put to the test. A suggestion to the outcome of such a test is
given in Table I in wl'lich it is stated that •surprise' may also be represented
by a mid tempo.
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6. Integration of findings and suggestions for further research

'Ibis study comprises three experiments (Chapter II, IV and V). 'lbe aim of the
first experiment was to find a Bristish English speaker who was able to produce
one and the same sentence with different emotions which would be recognized well
by Bristish English listeners. When such a speaker had been found, the role of
the voice quality of the emotional speech was tested in the second experiment by
way of using Bristish English diphone speech to which several parameters
(intonation, tempo and rhythmic organization) of the original emotional
utterances were conveyed. Since one sort of computer speech used nowadays is
diphone speech, it could at the same time be tested in experiment II whether
these diphone utterances would yield emotional speech sui table for developing
recipes. For this purpose, the pitch curves of the emotional utterances were, as
far as possible, replaced by pitch contours of a program generating Bristish
English intonation patterns (STEP). 'lbe outcome of experiment II was that only
'surprise' and 'neutral' were recognized rather well in the diphone speech with
the intonation pattems of STEP and their own tempo and rhythmic organization.
However, it was not completely clear what contributed to the poor recognition of
the other emotions. 'l'herefore experiment III was carried out in which the voice
quality was kept constant and other parameters were manipulated or completely
done away with. Also the role of the change from original intonation curves to
STEP patterns was tested by conveying the STEP patterns to the original
(resynthesized) utterances. Although the recognition of these latter utterances
was not as good as the recognition of the original resynthesized utterances, we
cannot be sure whether the conveyance of these patterns contributed to the poor
recognition of the diphone speech in experiment II witil we have also tested the
recogni tion of the same diphone speech wi th the original intonation patterns.
'lbe other conclusion of experiment III is that different parameters play a
different role for the recognition of the different emotions.
Table XXI presents all percentages of recognition of experiment I, II and III in
order to indicate the effect of the elimination of several parameters on the
recognition of the different emotions. 'lbe percentages of the original
wiprocessed utterances in experiment I (of speaker 5), II and III are averaged.
When dealing with percentages of recognition of experiment I, no percentages for
the weighed answers are given since in experiment I the scores were not weighed.
'lbe gaps in Table XXI indicate which percentages of recognition have not been
tested.

here Table XXI

From Table XXI can be learned that when eliminating more than one parameter at
the time from emotional utterances, one easily loses track of the role of the
different parameters for the recognition of the emotions. It now appears that it
might have been better to test the recognition of the adjusted diphone
utterances with the STEP patterns of experiment II in more than one step.
'lbe role of voice quality will be discussed in two separate domains: (i) vocal
cord properties and ( ii) formants. Wi th the LPC-method of analysis and
resynthesis the formant tracks of the original wiprocessed utterances are
conveyed to the resynthesized utterances whereas vocal cord properties are not.
INTEGRATIOO OF FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIOOS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
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The role of the vocal cord properties can therefore be determined by comparing
the recognition of original unprocessed utterancese with the recognition
resynthesized utterances (with their original intonation curves). Another way to
determine the role of the vocal cord properties is importing the formant tracks
of the original resynthesized utterances to diphone utterances adjusted for the
prosodie parameters of the original utterances and comparing rhe recognition of
these with the recognition of the original unprocessed utterances. However, here
there can be a loss of quality due to lengthening or shortening diphones.
1

Since diphone speech has different formant tracks than those of the
resynthesized utterances, the role of the fomant tracks might be determined by
conveying the formant tracks of diphone utterances adjusted for the prosodie
parameters of original emotional utterances to the resynthesized emotional
utterances and comparing the recogni tion of these wi th the recogni tion of the
resynthesized emotional utterances. The role of the whole voice quality can be
determined by conveying original intonation curves to diphone speech adjusted
for tempo and rhythmic organization and comparing the recogni tion of these
utterances with the recognition of the resynthesized utterances with original
intonation curves. However, this would also lead to a loss of quali ty of the
diphone utterance, since the separate phonemes would have to be shortened or
lengthened relative to their duration in the original utterances.
As far as the effect of the intonation is concerned, it would have been better

if the step from original intonation curves to adjusted STEP patterns had been
divided into two steps. Firstly, the role of the microintonation can be
determined by comparing resynthesized utterances ( original intonation curves)
wi th rhesynthesized utterances ( stylized intonation contours). Secondly, the
role of STEP patterns can be determined by comparing resynthesized utterances
(stylized intonation contours) with resynthesized utterances (adjusted STEP
patterns). In fact, five steps can be distinguished to go from unprocessed
speech wi th original intonation curves to diphone speech wi th adjusted STEP
variants: (1) eliminating vocal cord properties, 2) eliminating formant tracks,
3) eliminating voice quality, 4) eliminating microintonation, and 5) eliminating
only part of the macrointonation (with STEP). These five stages were reduced to
one in experiment II.
Although the lack of testing the effect of resynhesis on the recognition of the
emotional utterances in experiment II was made up for in experiment III, this
was done for the resynthesized stylized utterances only and not for the
resynthesized utterances with their original intonation curves. The effect of
resynthesis and stylization was tested at the same time because the stylized
resynthesized emotional utterances were considered to be perceptually equal to
the resynthesized utterances with the original intonation curves. Although the
recognition percentages of the resynthesized stylized utterances were high for
all the emotions except for 'fear', this may partly have been due to the effect
of recognizing the utterances from hearing the unprocessed utterances in the
first part of the experiment. The resynthesized stylized utterances were only
presented in the second part of experiment II. A proper way to test the role of
resynthesis on the recognition of emotional utterances is to present unprocessed
emotional utterances to a group of listeners and present the corresponding
resynthesized utterances to a homogenous group of listeners and comparing the
percentages of recognition of these two groups. A similar experiment could be
carried out in order to test the role of microintonation by presenting
resynthesized emotional utterances and the corresponding resynthesized stylized
utterances to homogenous groups of listeners. The outcome of such experiments
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might well be that for the recognition of emotions in speech, resynthesis and
microintonation play amore than marginal role.
Next to the difficulty in determining the role of the voice quality and the
intonation, we cannot establish exactly what role the tempo and the rhythmic
organization played in recognition of the different emotional utterances. First
of all, it is not possible to determine the role of the rhythmic organization
since the role of the tempo and the role of the rhythmic organization have not
been tested separately. When the rhythmic organization of utterances was
adjusted, the tempo of these utterances was adjusted at the same time. It is
possible, however, to change the rhythmic organization of utterances while not
changing the tempo. 'l'his can be done by adjusting each phoneme of an utterance
to the phonemes of an utterance which is similar in terms of phonemes but which
has a different rhythmic organization and which may be faster of slower than the
utterance which is to be adjusted. 'l'he rhythmic organization can be adjusted in
such a way that the phonemes in the adjusted utterance will be in the same
proportion to each other as in the utterance to which they are adjusted while
the tempo is not changed. Secondly, since all emotions had a tempo which was
slower than the tempo of the 'neutral' utterance, conveying the tempo and
rhythmic organization of 'neutral' made all emotional utterances faster. The
results of the recognition of these utterances can only tel1 us whether certain
emotions may have a fast tempo in order to be recognizable, not whether they may
also have a slower tempo than their original. Besides, the change to the
'neutral' tempo may have had different effects on the recognition of different
emotions, one emotion having a tempo closer to that of 'neutral' than another
emotion. A similar effect may be considered for changing the excursion width of
the emotional utterances to 'neutral', one emotion having an excursion width
closer to that of 'neutral' than another one. 'l'he only way this effect can be
done away with is to convey the tempi or excursion widths of all emotional
utterances to the other emotional utterances. The disavantage of such an
approach is the need of a considerable amount of stimuli when wanting to test a
number of parameters.
It would be interesting to find out how (manipulated) emotional utterances are
recognized when other techniques of speech synthesis are used instead of LPC,
such as the PSOLA-technique. Since the speech quali ty of utterances
resynthesized by the PSOLA-technique is usually better than when this is done by
LPC-synthesis, diphone speech made wi th the help of PSOLA and wi th emotional
parameters may also yield emotional diphone speech which is recognized better
than was the case in this study. Considering the integration of findings of this
study and conveying other parameters of original emotional utterances to diphone
speech (such as formant tracks or amplitude) may lead to the answer whether it
is possible to generate different emotions in computer speech or whether emotion
in speech is reserved for hwnans.
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Tables
Table I

Pitch range, pitch level and tempo for various emotional
utterances in different languages, taken frca studies on vocal
expressions of emotion. '1he numbers in parentheses refer to the
study in which these parameter values were found. A list of the
studies and the language(s) they deal with is given below the
table. ,
pitch range

pitch level

tempo

sadness

narrow (2)
mid (7)
narrow (9)

mid
low
low
low
low
low
low

slow
slow
slow
slow
slow

(3)
(5)
(7)
(8)
(9)

anger

wide (2)
wide (7)
narrow (8)
wide (9)

high (2)
mid (4, for Hungarian)
high (5)
mid (7)
high (8)
high (9)

fast
fast
fast
fast
fast

(3)
(5)
(7)

wide (2)
narrow (4)
wide (7)

high (2)
mid ( 4, for Hungarian)
low ( 4, for German,
English and French)
high (7)
high (8)
high (9)

fast (3)
fast (7)
fast (8)

fear

narrow (8)
mid (9)

(1)
(2)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(8)

(9)

fast (9)

disgust

narrow (8)
mid (9)

low (9)

slow (8)
slow (9)

surprise

wide (4)
wide (8)
wide (9)

high (8)
high (9)

fast (8)
mid (9)

neutral

mid (7)
narrow (9)

mid (7)
low (9)

fast (7)
mid (9)

1 • Skinner (1935), American English
2 • Fairbanks & Pronovost (1939), American English
3 • Fairbanks & Hoaglin (1941), American English
4 • Fónagy & Magdics (1963), Hungarian, German, English, French
5 • Davitz (1964), American English
6 • Huttar (1968), American English
7 • Williams & Stevens (1972), American English
8 • Scherer (1974), synthesized tone sequences with American English listeners
Scherer & Oshinsky (1977), synthesized tone sequences with American English
listeners
9 • van Bezooyen ( 1984) , outch
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Table II

Listener CC111Sistency of experiment I

listnr. 1: 22 equal
listnr. 2: 18 equal
listnr. 3: 20 equal
listnr. 4: 22 equal
listnr. 5: 22 equal
listnr. 6: 17 equal
listnr. 7: 24 equal
listnr. 8: 21 equal
listnr. 9: 22 equal
listnr. 10: 23 equal
listnr. 11: 23 equal
listnr. 12: 18 equal

identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal

stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•

49%
69%

60%
63%

66%
66%

51%
60%

mean

Table III

63%
51%
57%
63%
63%

Percentages of correctly recognized emotions
speakers, 12 listeners and 2 presentations

for

spr. 2
33
13
35
13
100
54
100

spr. 3
17
63
38
64
65
71
20

spr. 4
38
70
54
74
29
96
26

spr. 5
4
58
87
96
96
100
91

mean
22
54
51
52
70
78
67

mean percentage 53

50

48

55

76

56

mean percentage 49
corrected for
chance

46

44

52

74

53

joy

sadness
anger
fear
clisgust
surprise
neutral

52

spr. 1
17
66
43
13
59
70
100

the

five
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Table J.V

Excursion width, endfrequency, rate of declination, subset

and special features for the S'l'EP variants, •an pitch,
duration and teap> of the various emotional utterances

excursion width
sadness

enger

fear
disgust
surprise
neutral

6 ST
8 ,ST
8 ST
8 ST
21 ST
12 ST

endfrequency

70
100
135
70
65
70

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

rate of declination
-2.74 ST/s
-2 ST/s
-2 ST/s
1.5 ST/s
-3.26 ST/s
-3.52 ST/s

subset

special features

sadness

subset 1+2

enger

new variant
(not in line with Willems et al.)

fear
disgust
surprise

subset
subset
subset
subset

a pause of 200 ms between "on" and "Monday"
advanced accents
new variant (in line wi th Willems et al.

neutral

subset 1

5
5
1
3

1988)

•an pitch
sadness
anger
fear
disgust
surprise
neutral

102.3
137.5
165.8
88.5
172.5
108.7

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

duration

2.61
2.07
2.11
2.57
1.96
1.71

seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds

tempo

0.29
0.23
0.23
0.29
0.22
0.19

syll/sec
syll/sec
syll/sec
syll/sec
syll/sec
syll/sec

53

'1he duration of the phonemes of the emotional
utterances and of the diphone utterance ( in ms) • '1he
accents are indicated by
apostrophes before the
duration of the appropriate phoneme.

'l'able V

h

i:
I

k

s

p
e
k

t
s
t

sadness
40
50
90
90
90
70
'90
50
10
60

d

b

i:
h
t~

r

1>

n

80

100
120
'210
30
110
70
100
110

d

160
'120
190
90

I

'480

m
/\

n

total
2610

fear
20
60
40
50
110
100
'70
10
10
60
70
70
70
120
30
120
50
70
80
200 pause
110
120
'140
'120
80
150
20
20
180
290

anger

20
100
90
40
140
100
'50
40
20
60
80
140
150
'170
10
140
30
110
50

2070

mean

54

surprise
10
'110
30
40
100
80
80
30
10
50
100
40
100
'130
40
'140
50
'110
90

neutra!
10
90
90
40
70
40
'90
40
20
60
100

100
'140
110

50
100
150

80
'80
110

40

60
160
40
110
10
110
30

diphone
70
190
110
50
110
40
110
30
50
110
60
110
60
120
90
170
120
100
100

40

40

200

'280

190

60
110
110
60
160

2570

1960

1710

2300

40

Listener consistency of experiment II

'l'able VI

listnr. 1:
listnr. 2:
listnr. 3:
listnr. 4:
listnr. 5:
listnr. 6:
listnr. 7:
listnr. 8:
listnr. 9:
listnr. 10:

1910

disgust
10
230
130
90
200
110
'120
20
40
80
70
80
200
'150
50
130
30
120
120

5
5
4
6
4
4
5
6
5
5

equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal

identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications
identifications

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal

stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•

83%
83%
66%
100%
66%
66%
83%
100%
83%
83%
81%
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Table VII

Percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
diphone utterances with adjustecl tellP) and STEP contour(• rhythn) , adjustecl rhythmic organization and S'l'EP contour (• +
rhythn) and for the original utterances. Percentages in
orclinary typeface • raw scores, numbers in brackets after
percentages in orclinary typeface • number of identifications
(aaxiaa 20). Bold face percentages• weigbecl scores: weak•0,
aoderate-1, strong-4, numbers in brackets after bold face
percentages • sm of weighed scores (&xh•n 4 x 20 • 80)
- rhythm

+ rhythm

original

5 (20)
7 (14)

35 (20)
26 (19)

95 (20)
90 (42)

anger

10 (20)
17 (6)

15 (20)
18 (17)

90 (20)
93 (71)

fear

60 (20)
54 (22)

45 (20)
53 (43)

95 (20)
98 (51)

disgust

15 (20)
13 (38)

20 (20)
8 (60)

80 (20)
81 (51)

surprise

95 (20)
92 (49)

85 (20)
94 (52)

100 (20)
100 (74)

neutral

75 (20)
89 (47)

80 (20)
98 (49)

65 (20)
74 (38)

mean

43
60

47
55

88
91

mean
pe rcentage

39
57

44
52

87
90

Ndness

corrected for
chance

TABLES
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Table VIII

Cclnfusion •trices with recognition percentages of the
emtions for the diphone utterances with adjusted teJIP) and
STEP contour (• - rhythm) (Table VIII A), adjusted rhythmic
organization and STEP contour (• + rhyt)m) (Table VIII B) and
for the original utterances (Table VIII C). Percentages in
orclinary typeface • raw scores, numbers in brackets after
percentages in ordinary typeface • number of iclentifications
(maxiDD 20). Bold face percentages • weighed scores: weak•0,
a:derate-1, strong-4, numbers in brackets after bold face
percentages• S1.D of weighed scores (maxiaD 4 x 20 • 80).

Table VIII A
- rhythm

recognition
stimuli

sadness

sadness

5 (1)
7 (1)

10 (2)

anger

5 (1)

10 (2)
17 (1)

20 ( 4)
17 (1)

fear

10 (2)
23 (5)

5 (1)

60 (12)
54 (12)

di sgust

65 (13)
79 (30)

10 (2)
5 (2)

10 (2)
3 (1)

anger

surprise

neutral

total

5 (1)

20 (4)
7 (1)

60 (12)
86 (12)

100 (20)
100 (14)

20 (4)
17 (1)

25 (5)
50 (3)

20 (4)

100 (20)
100 (6)

25 (5)
23 (5)

14 (17)
20 (36)

10 (12)
S (8)

16 (19)
10 (18)

100 (20)
100 (22)
100 (20)
100 (38)

15 ( 3)
13 (5)

100 (20)
100 (49)

95 (19)
92 (45)

25 (5)
11 (5)

neutral

56

disgust

5 (1)
8 (4)

surprise

total

fear

7 (8)
3 (6)

28 (33)
31 (54)

75 (15)
89 (42)

100 (20)
100 (47)

26 (31)
31 (54)

100 (120)
100 (176)
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'l'able VIII B

+ rhythm
recogni tion
stimuli
sadness

sadness

enger

35 (7)
26 (5)

enger

fear

35 (7)
41 (7)

disgust

surprise

50 (10)
47 (9)

•

neutral

total

15 (3)
26 (5)

100 (20)
100 (19)

15 (3)
12 (2)

100 (20)
100 (17)

15 (3)
18 (3)

15 ( 3)
18 (3)

10 (2)
6 (1)

10 (2)

5 (1)

45 (9)
53 (23)

20 ( 4)
S (2)

10 (2)
42 (18)

100 (20)
100 (43)

5 (1)
2 (l)

20 (4)
8 (5)

10 (2)
13 (8)

100 (20)
100 (60)

surprise

10 (2)
4 (2)

5 (1)
2 (1)

85 (17)
94 (49)

100 (20)
100 (52)

neutral

10 (2)

5 (1)

5 (1)
2 (1)

8 (9)
3 (6)

11 (13)
11 (26)

18 (22)
8 (19)

fear
di sgust

total

65 (13)
77 (46)

23 (27)
24 (58)

TABLES

6 (l)

23 (27)
32 (76)

80 (16)
98 (48)

100 (20)
100 (49)

18 (22)
23 (55)

100 (120)
100 (240)
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Table VIII C

original
recognition
stimuli

sadness

aadness

95 (19)
90 (38)

anger

anger

fear

5 ( l)
2 (1)

cli·sgust

17 (20)
12 (29)

58

100 (20)
100 (71)
100 (20)
100 (51)

95 (19)
98 (50)
80 (16)
81 (42)

22 (27)
25 (82)

5 (1)
7 ( 4)

100 (20)
100 (52)

100 (20)
100 (74)

100 (20)
100 (74)

5 (1)

30 (6)
26 (10)
17 (20)
16 (54)

total
100 (20)
100 (42)

surprise

total

neutral

10 (2)
7 (5)

15 ( 3)
12 (6)

neutral

surprise

5 (1)
10 (4)
80 (18)
93 (66)

fear

disgust

16 (19)
14 (47)

18 (21)
24 (78)

65 (13)
74 (28)

100 (20)
100 (38)

11 (13)
9 (28)

100 (120)
100 (328)
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Table IX

Systematic specification of part of the stimli of experiment III
1

original tempo
and rhythmic
organization

I

tempo of I rhythmic organization
'neutral' of 'neutral'

original unprocessed
utterances/resynthesi~ed
stylized utterances

5

5

5

variant found for
'neutral' wi tb endfrequency and excursion
wi dth found for the
emotions

5

5

5

standard endfrequency

5

5

5

sTEP variants

5

Contours wi tb standard
excursion width

5

1

STEP

d eclination only with
and standard rate of
d eclination

original unprocessed utterance/resynthesized stylized utterance of 'neutral'
declination line with standard endfrequency and standard rate of declination of
'neutral'
STEP variant of 'neutral'
'neutral' with emotional parameters of five emotions
'enger' with standard declination and standard endfrequency
fear' with standard declination and standard endfrequency
_'disgust' with standard declination and standard endfrequency
'anger' with features of contours of subset 1
'fear' with features of contours of subset 1
'anger' with an intonation pattern between the lower and the upper
declination line
'fear' without a pause between "on" and "Monday"
'disgust' with non-aclvanced accents
'disgust' with a final full-size fall
'sadness' without a rise at the end
'surprise' without a rise at the end

TABLES
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Listener cansistency of experiment III

'l'able X

listnr.
listnr.
listnr.
listnr.
listnr.
listnr.
listnr.
listnr.

1: 52 equal identifications
2: 49 equal identifications
3: 44 equal iclentifications
4: 48 equal identifications
5: 57 equal identifications
6: 34 equal identifications
7: 52 equal identifications
8: 50 equal identifications

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal
equal

stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•
stimuli•

65\

mean

'l'able XI

Percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
unprocessed (i.e. , non-resynthesized) utterances and for the
resynthesized stylized utterances with original tempo and
original rhythmic organization. Percentages in ordinary
typeface • raw scores, numbers in brackets after percentages
in ordinary typeface • number of identifications (maxiDIJm 8).
Bold face percentages • weighed scores: bad-0, IIOderate-1,
good-4, numbers in brackets after bold face percentages• SUlll
of weighed scores (maxi.DD 4 x 8 • 32)
unprocessed

resynthesized
stylized

50 (8)
63 (16)

75 (8)
100 (5)

anger

100 (8)
100 (26)

100 (8)
100 (19)

fear

88 (8)
96 (23)

13 (8)
33 (3)

di sgust

75 (8)
79 (19)

100 (8)
100 (17)

surprise

100 (8)
100 (32)

100 (8)
100 (26)

neutral

100 (8)
100 (29)

100 (8)
100 (16)

sadness

mean

86
92

81
98

mean
percentage
corrected for
chance

85
91

81
98

60

70\
66\
59\
65\
77\
46\
70\
68\
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'l'able XII

Percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
original resynthesized stylized utterances and for the
adjusted STEP variants which wre c:onveyed to the
resynthesized emotional utterances. Percentages in orclinary
typeface • raw scores, numbers in brackets after percentages
in orclinary typeface • number of identifications (mxian 8
for the resynthesized stylized utterances, aaxiaa 16 for the
STEP ~riants). Bold face percentages • weighecl scores:
bad-0, a>derate-1, good-4, DUlllbers in brackets after bold
face percentages • Sim of weighecl scores (aaxiaD 4 x 8 • 32
for the resynthesized stylized utterances, mxiwm 4 x 16 •
64 for the STEP variants)

resynthesized
stylized

STEP

sadness

75 (8)
100 (5)

75 (16)
90 (21)

enger

100 (8)
100 (19)

56 (16)
55 (33)

fear

13 (8)
33 (3)

63 (16)
94 (16)

disgust

100 (8)
100 (17)

69 (16)
69 (26)

surprise

100 (8)
100 (26)

100 (16)
100 (64)

neutral

100 (8)
100 (16)

81 (16)
92 (36)

mean

81
98

74
85

mean

81
98

72
84

percentage
corrected for
chance

TABLES
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'l'able XIII

Percentages of correct identification per emotion for
· the original resynthesized stylized utterances, those
with the teap:> of the neutral utterance and those with
the rhytmnic organization of the neutral utte rance.
Percentages in ordinary typeface • raw scores, numbers
in brackets after percentages in ordinary typeface •
maber of identifications (maxiDlm 8 for the
resynthesized stylized utterances, aaxiDlm 16 for the
othër utterances) • Bold face percentages • weighed
scores: bad-0, IIOderate-1, good-4, numbers in brackets
after bold face percentages • SUlll of weighed scores
(maxiDlm 4 x 8 • 32 for the resynthesized stylized
utterances, maxiDlm 4 x 16 • 64 for the other
utterances)

resynthesized
stylized

tempo of

'neutral'

rhytmnic
organization
of 'neutral'

sadness

75 (8)
100 (5)

31 (16)
35 (20)

19 (16)
7 (14)

anger

100 (8)
100 (19)

75 (16)
94 (31)

75 (16)
84 (19)

fear

13 (8)
33 (3)

19 (15)
30 (9)

13 (16)
0 (10)

disgust

100 (8)
100 (17)

75 (16)
88 (26)

31 (16)
50 (6)

surprise

100 (8)
100 (26)

94 (16)
93 (61)

94 (16)
98 (58)

neutral

100 (8)
100 (16)

mean

81

98

59
81

46
72

mean

80

percentage
corrected for
chance

98

57
80

43
71

62
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Table XIV

Percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
original resynthesized stylized utterances and for the
(resynthesized) utterances with the standard STEP variant
found for 'neutral' (fran subset 1). '1he utterances with the
standard STEP variant are subdivided into those with original
tempo and rhythmic organization, those with the teap, of
•neutral' and those with the rhythmic organization of
•neutral:' • Percentages in ordinary typeface • raw scores,
numbers in brackets after percentages in ordinary typeface •
IUllber of identificaticns <•d•• 8 for the resynthesized
stylizecl utterances, aaxiam 16 for the other utterances).
Bold face percentages • weighed scores: bad-0, moderate-1,
good-4, numbers in brackets after bold face percentages• sma
of weighed scores (aaxiallll 4 x 8 • 32 for the resynthesized
stylized utterances, •xiww 4 x 16 • 64 for the other
utterances)
1

resynthesized
stylized

I

STEP

STEP

variant
of
•neutral'

of
'neutral'

with

withteapo

original

variant

STEP

variant
of
•neutral'
with

of •neutral'

rhythmic
organization
of •neutral'

tempo

and
original
rhythmic
organization
sadness

75 (8)
100 (5)

50 (16)
71 (14)

25 (16)
23 (13)

6 (16)
3 ( 38)

anger

100 (8)
100 (19)

56 (16)
69 (13)

69 (15)
64 (11)

6 (16)
0 (20)

fear

13 (8)
33 (3)

0 (16)
0 (5)

13 (15)
8 (13)

13 (16)
6 (17)

disgust

100 (8)
100 (17)

88 (16)
96 (28)

44 (16)
60 (5)

25 (15)
0 (2)

surprise

100 (8)
100 (26)

0 (16)
0 (47)

6 (15)
0 (41)

25 (16)
4 (22)

neutral

100 (8)
100 (16)

mean
mean

pe rcentage
corrected for
chance

IJULES

39

81
98

43

80
98

40

36

31
17

15
3

27
13

11
0

63

Table XV

Percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
original resynthesized stylized utterances and for the
(resynthesized) utterances with declination only. 'lbe
utterances wi tb declination only are subdivided into those
with original tempo and rhytlmic organization, those with the
teDp> of 'neutral' and those with the rhytbmic organization
of 'neutral'. Percentages in orclinary typeface • raw scores,
numbers in brackets after percentages in ordi.nary typeface •
number of identifications (maxiam 8 for the resynthesized
stylized utterances, aaxiam 16 for the other utterances).
Bold face percentages • weighed scores: bad-0, IIClderate-1,
good-4, numbers in brackets after bold face percentages• S\ml
of weighed scores (maxiam 4 x 8 • 32 for the resynthesized
stylized utterances, aaxi.alm 4 x 16 • 64 for the other
utterances)
1

resynthesized
stylized

I

declination I
only
with
original
tempo
and
original
rhytlmic
organization

declination
only
with tempo
of 'neutral'

I

declination 1
only
with
rhythllic
organization
of 'neutral'

sadness

75 (8)
100 (5)

81 (16)
96 (26)

69 (16)
75 (8)

19 (16)
28 (29)

anger

100 (8)
100 (19)

38 (16)
10 (21)

38 (16)
38 (21)

13 (16)
0 (8)

fear

13 (8)
33 (3)

0 (16)
0 (5)

6 (14)
0 (9)

0 (15)
0 (21)

di sgust

100 (8)
100 (17)

44 (16)
38 (29)

63 (16)
66 (29)

0 (16)
0 (15)

surprise

100 (8)
100 (26)

6 (16)
0 (25)

0 (16)
0 (22)

0 (16)
0 (39)

neutral

100 (8)
100 (16)

44 (16)
86 (29)

mean

81
98

36
47

36
37

6
7

mean
pe rcentage
corrected for
chance

80
98

32

44

32
34

1
2

64
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Table XVI

Percentages of correct identification per emotion for the
original resynthesized stylized utterances and for the
(resynthesized) utterances with their stylized ca1tour with a
standard excursion width (12 ST). Percentages in ordinary
typeface • raw scores, numbers in brackets after percentages
in ordinary typeface • number of identifications (maxi.an 8
for the resynthesized stylized utterances, aaxiaJm 16 for the
utterances with a ca1tour with a standard excursion width).
Bold face percentages • weighed scores: bad-0, a:>derate-1,
good-4, numbers in brackets after bold face percentages• S\Dll
of weighed scores (aaxiRDD 4 x 8 • 32 for the resynthesized
stylized utterances, aaxiaJm 4 x 16 • 64 for the utterances
wi th a contour wi th a standard excursion width)

resynthesized
stylized

contour
with a standard
excursicm width

sadness

75 (8)
100 (5)

50 (16)
82 (17)

enger

100 (8)
100 (19)

88 (16)
97 (32)

fear

13 (8)
33 (3)

25 (16)
14 (14)

disgust

100 (8)
100 (17)

81 (16)
96 (23)

surprise

100 (8)
100 (26)

69 (16)
90 (31)

neutral

100 (8)
100 (16)

•an

81
98

63
83

an

80
98

61
82

-

percentage
corrected for
chance

TABLES
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Table XVII

Percentages of correct identification for the neutral
utterance with all prosodie parameters (except aaplitude) of
the emotional utterances. In order to campare these with
their original stylized utterances, both the percentages of
recogni tien of the stylized utterances and of the neutral
utterance wi th prosodie parameters of the ea:>tional
utterances are given. Percentages in orclinary typeface • raw
scores, , numbers in brackets after percentages in ordi.nary
typeface • number of identificaticns (maxi.ama 8 for the
resynthesized stylized utterances, maxiaa 16 for the neutral
utterance wi th prosodie parameters of the emotional
utterances). Bold face percentages • weighed scores: bad-0,
aJderate-1, good-4, numbers in brackets after bold face
percentages • S\D of weighed scores (aaxiaa 4 x 8 • 32 for
the resynthesized stylized utterances, maxiD.D 4 x 16 • 64
for the neutral utte rance wi th prosodie parameters of the
emotional utterances)
resynthesized
stylized

neutral utterance 1
with prosodie
parameters of the
ea:>tional utterances

1

sadness

75 (8)
100 (5)

50 (16)
80 (5)

anger

100 ( 8)
100 (19)

7 (15)
0 (5)

fear

13 (8)
33 (3)

13 (15)
17 (12)

disgust

100 (8)
100 (17)

56 (16)
59 (17)

surprise

100 (8)
100 (26)

100 (16)
100 (46)

-

an

78
97

46
73

aean

77
97

43
71

percentage
corrected for
chance

66
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Table XVIII

Percentages of correct identification for the stiluli aade
for SC11De emotions in order to test the role of certain
intonational features which were present in the STEP variant&
found for these emotions. In order to compare these with
their original stylized utterances, both the percentages of
recognition of the stylized utterances and of the cbanged
utterances are given. Percentages in ordinary typeface • raw
scores, , numbers in brackets after percentages in ordinary
typeface • number of identifications (NxiwDD 8 for the
resynthesized stylized utterances, axiaa 16 for the cbanged
resynthesized atylized utterances). Bold face percentages •
weighed scores: bad-0, a:>derate-1, good-4, DUllbers in
brackets after bold face percentages• sum of weighed scores
(aaxiam 4 x 8 • 32 for the resynthesized atylized
utterances, aaxiaDD 4 x 16 • 64 for the c:hangecl resynthesized
stylized utterances)
1

resynthesized
resynthesized stylized
stylized
c:hangecl

'anger' with standard declination and standard
endfrequency

88 (16)
96 (25)

100 (8)
100 (19)

'fear' with standard declination and standard
endfrequency

13 (16)
0 (6)

13 (8)
33 (3)

'disgust' with standard declination and standard 56 (16)
endfrequency
75 (20)

100 (8)
100 (17)

'anger' with features of contours of subset 1

50 (16)
43 (14)

100 (8)
100 (19)

'fear' with features of contours of subset 1

27 (16)
0 (3)

13 (8)
33 (3)

'anger' with an intonation pattern with the
unaccented rise at the begiming of the
utterance ending below the upper declination
line

75 (16)
73 (37)

100 (8)
100 (19)

'fear' without a pause between "on" and "Monday" 31 (16)
36 (11)

13 (8)
33 (3)

'disgust' wi th non-advanced accents

38 (16)
42 (12)

100 (8)
100 (17)

'disgust' with a final full-size fall

81 (16)
97 (30)

100 (8)
100 (17)

'sadness' without a rise at the end

63 (16)
80 (15)

75 (8)
100 (5)

'surprise' without a rise at the end

94 (16)
100 (39)

100 (8)
100 (26)

TABLES
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Table XIX

Recognition percentages of the stiDlli presented in 'l'able IX.
Percentages in ordinary typeface • raw scores, bold face
percentages• weighed scores: bad-0, a:>derate-1, good-4

1
1

original tempo
and rhythmic
organization

I

tempo of I rhythmic organization
'neutral' of 'neutral'

original unprocessed
utterances/resynthesized
stylized utterances

80
94

59
81

46
72

STEP variants found for
'neutral' with endfrequency and excursion
width found for the
emotions

39
43

31
17

15
3

declination only with
standard endfrequency
and standard rate of
declination

34
36

36
37

6
7

STEP variants

73
84

contours with standard

63
83

excursion width

68
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Table XX

COnfusion matrices with recogni tion percentages of 1) the
unprocessed and the resynthesized stylized utterances, 2) the
utterances with adjusted STEP contours, 3) the utterances
wi th neutral intanation contours, 4) the utterances wi th
declination only, 5) the utterances with intcnation contours
with a standard excursion width and 6) the neutral utterance
to wbich the prosodie parameters of the emotional utterances
were conveyed. '1he percentages were calculated across the
different values for tempo and rhythmic organization.
Percentages in ordinary typeface • raw scores, mnbers in
brackets after percentages in ordinary typeface • mnber of
identifications (maxiDuD 16 for all utterances). Bold face
percentages • weighecl scores: bad-0, a:derate-1, goocl-4,
IUlbers in brackets after bold face percentages • S\a of
weighed scores (aaxiDuD 4 x 8 • 32 for the resynthesized
atylized utterances, aaxiDuD 4 x 16 • 64 for the cbangecl
resynthesized stylized utterances)

Table XX.1

'1he unprocessed and the resynthesized utterances

recognition
stimuli

sadness

anger

fear

sadness

38 (18)
42 (23)

2 (1)

8 (4)
11 (6)

83 (40)
95 (90)

13 ( 6)
4 (4)

enge r

fear

11 (5)
4 (2)

di sgust

13 (6)
3 (2)

surprise

neutral

total

6 ( 3)

46 (22)
47 (26)

100 (48)
100 (55)

17 (48)

100 (48)
100 (95)

43 (20)
24 (11)

19 (9)
13 (6)

100 (47)
100 (45)

65 (31)
85 (58)

6 ( 3)
1 (1)

2 (1)

100 (48)
100 (68)

4 (2)
3 (5)

96 (46)
97 (172)

disgust

4 ( 2)
1 (1)

28 (13)
58 (26)
10 (5)
9 (6)

4 (2)
1 (1)

surprise
neutral

total

10 (29)
5 (27)

TABLES

16 (46)
17 (96)

9 (25)
6 (37)

12 (35)
11 (64)

25 (72)
32 (184)

100 (48)
100 (177)
100 (48)
100 (135)

100 (48)
100 (135)

28 (80)
29 (167)

100 (287)
100 (575)

69

Table XX. 2

flle utterances wi th STEP contours

recognition
stimuli

sadness

sadness

75 (12)
90 (19)

ange r

anger

fear

clisgust

6 (1)
56 (9)
55 (18)

ear

38 (6)
42 (14)

19 (3)
10 (2)

100 (16)
100 (21)

19 (3)
6 (1)

100 (16)
100 (64)

100 (16)
100 (64)

neutral

19 (3)
8 (3)

total

21 (20)
15 (30)

9 (9)
9 (18)

18 (17)
15 (29)

13 (12)
10 (19)

100 (16)
100 (16)
100 (16)
100 (26)

(11)

69 (18)

surprise

70

total

100 (16)
100 (33)
19 (3)

69

31 (5)
31 (8)

neutra!

6 (1)
3 (1)

63 (10)
94 (15)

cli·sgust

surprise

20 (19)
33 (64)

81 (13)
92 (33)

100 (16)
100 (36)

20 (19)
18 (36)

100 (96)
100 (196)
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Table XX. 3

'1he utterances wi th a neutral intonation contour

recognition
stimuli

sadness

anger

aadness

27 (13)
22 (14)

2 (1)

anger

45 (21)
4 (2)

15 (7)
9 (3)

15 (7)

surprise

2 (1)
1 (1)

2 (1)

neutral

19 (9)
8 (9)

total

11 (32)

TABLES

8 (4)

4 (2)
5 (2)

13 (6)
11 (5)

9 ( 4)
6 (2)

disgust

7 (27)

disgust

surprise

neutral

total

4 (2)

58 (28)
75 (49)

100 (48)
100 (65)

13 (6)
5 (2)

26 (12)
43 (19)

100 (47)
100 (44)

21 (10)
6 (2)

66 (31)
89 (31)

100 (47)
100 (35)

15 (7)
6 (2)

100 (47)
100 (35)

85 (40)
98 (108)

100 (47)
100 (110)

81 ( 39)
92 (99)

100 (48)
100 (108)

55 (157)
78 (308)

100 (284)
100 (397)

3 (2)
36 (16)

fear

fear

11 (30)
4 (16)

2 (1)

53 (25)
86 (30)
11 (5)
1 (1)

3 (7)
1 ( 4)

12 (35)
9 (37)

8 (23)
1 (5)

71

Table XX.4

'lbe utterances with declination only

recognition
stimuli

Adness

sadness

56 (27)
62 (39)

anger

17 (8)
20 (10)

fear

40 (18)
20 (7)

di sgust

31 (15)
42 (31)

8 (4)

surprise

6 ( 3)
7 (6)

2 (1)

neutral

50 (24)
14 (12)

total

33 (95)
27 (105)

72

anger

fear

29 (14)
20 (10)

neutral

total

10 ( 5)
3 (2)

33 (16)
35 (22)

100 (48)
100 (63)

42 (20)
54 (27)

13 (6)
6 (3)

100 (48)
100 (50)

58 (26)
80 (28)

16 (45)
100 (35)

23 (11)
16 (12)

100 (48)
100 (73)

90 (43)
93 (80)

100 (48)
100 (86)

44 (21)
86 (75)

100 (48)
100 (87)

43 (123)

100 (285)
100 (394)

disgust

surprise

2 (1)
2 (1)

35 (17)
41 (30)
2 (1)
6 (3)

7 (19)
3 (10)

o. 7

(2)

16 (45)
15 (59)

0.4 (1)

56 (220)
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Table XX. 5

1he utterances wi th intonation contours wi th a standard excursion width

recognition
stimuli

sadness

sadness

50 (8)
82 (14)

anger

fear

6 (1)
7 (1)

di agust

surprise

·•·

25 ( 4)
14 (2)

TABLES

31 (5)
6 (1)

100 (16)
100 (17)

100 (16)
100 (14)

69 (11)
79 (11)
81 (13)
96 (22)

6 (1)

13 (12)
11 (16)

total

100 (16)
100 (32)

19 (3)
7 (2)

100 (16)
100 (23)
69 (11)
93 (28)

neutral

total

neutral

13 (2)
3 (1)

19 (3)
4 (1)

surprise

c:lisgust

19 (3)
12 (2)
88 (14)
97 (31)

anger

fear

16 (15)
21 (31)

9 (9)
3 (5)

17 (16)
16 (24)

23 (22)
26 (39)

6 (1)

100 (16)
100 (30)

100 (16)
100 (32)

100 (16)
100 (32)

23 (22)
22 (33)

100 (96)
100 (148)

73

'l'able XX.6

'lbe neutral utterance to which the prosodie parameters of the emotional
utterances were conveyecl

recognition
stimuli

sadness

sadness

50 (8)
80 (4)

anger

13 (2)
20 (1)

fear

7 (1)

13 (2)
17 (2)

38 (6)
41 (7)

6 (1)

disgust

anger

fear

clisgust

6 (1)
20 (1)
7 (1)

27 (4)
60 (3)

27 (4)
20 (1)

total

6 (1)

38 (6)

21 (16)
100 (5)

7 (1)

20 (3)

19 (15)
100 (5)

67 (10)
75 (9)

13 (2)
8 (1)

19 (15)
100 (12)
21 (16)
100 (17)
21 (16)
100 (46)

100 (16)
100 (46)
22 (17)
14 (12)

74

neutral

56 (9)
59 (10)

surprise
total

surprise

1 (1)

10 (8)
7 (6)

17 (13)
13 (11)

36 (28)
65 (55)

14 (11)
1 (1)

100 (78)
100 (85)
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Table XXI

Percentages of recogni tion of experiment I, II and III in order to
indicate the effect of the eliaination of several parameters on the
recognition of the different ea:>tions. 'lhe percentages of the original
unprocessed utterances in experiment I (of speaker 5) , II and III are
averaged. Percentages in ordinary typeface • raw scores, numbers in
brackets after percentages in ordinary typeface • number of
identification. Bold face percentages • weighecl scores, numbers in
brackets after 'bold face percentages • sum. of weighed scores

information eliminated sadness
parameter(s)

original
unprocessed

none

resynthesis

properties
of vocal
cords

diphane
speech with

properties
of vocal
cords

adjusted
formant
tracks and
adjusted
prosodie
parameters
of em,tional
utterances
diphone
speech with

adjuated
STEP

pattems +
rhythlll
of e110tional
utterances

diphane
speech with

adjusted
STEP

pattems

+ teap:>of
emotional
utterances

TABLES

anger

fear

66 (52) 80 (51) 78 (52)

1

disgust

sw:prise

neutral 1

75 (52)

93 (52)

77 (52)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

whole of
voice
quality +
part of
macrointonation

35 (20) 15 (20) 45 (20)
26 (19) 18 (17) 53 (43)

20 (20)
8 (60)

85 (20)
94 (52)

80 (20)
98 (49)

whole of
voice
quality +
part of
macrointonation
+ rhythm

5 (20) 10 (20) 60 (20)
7 (14) 17 (6) 54 (22)

15 (20)
13 (38)

95 (20)
92 (49)

75 (20)
89 (47)

75

Table XXI continued

information eliminated sadness
parameter(s)
resynth.
stylized

properties 75 (8)
100 (5)
of vocal
cords +
microintonation
wi th tempo
31 (16)
+ tempo
35 (20)
of 'neutral'
wi th rhythm + rhythm
19 (16)
7 (14)
of 'neutral'

disgust

surprise

100 (8) 13 (8)
100(19) 33 (3)

100 (8)
100 (17)

100 (8)
100 (26)

75
94
75
84

75
88
75
50

anger

fear

1

neutral 1
100 (8)
100 (16)

1

resynth.

(16) 19 (15)
(31) 30 (9)
(16) 19 (15)
(19) 0 (10)

(16)
(26)
(16)
(6)

94
93
94
98

(16)
(61)
(16)
(58)

properties
of vocal
cords +
part of
macrointonation

75 (16) 56 (16) 63 (16)
90 (21) 55 (33) 94 (16)

69 (16)
69 (26)

100 (16)
100 (64)

properties
of vocal
cords +
part of
macrointonation
(excursion
width)

50 (16) 88 (16) 25 (16)
82 (17) 97 (32) 14 (14)

81 (16)
96 (23)

69 (16)
90 (31)

properties
of vocal
cords +
part of
macrointonation
+ tempo

50 (16) 56 (16)
71 (14) 69 (13)

88 (16)
96 (28)

0 (16)
0 (47)

'neutral'
wi th rhythm + rhythm
0 f 'neutral'

25
23
6
3

resynth.

properties
of vocal
cords +
macrointonation
+ tempo

81 (16) 38 (16)
96 (16) 10 (21)

69
75
19
28

wi th

adjusted
STEP

pattems

resynth.

stylized

W1.th

standard
xcursion
width

•

resynth.
wi th STEP

pattem of

'neutral'
wi th tempo
0f

wi th
declination
only

wi th tempo

of 'neutral'
wi th rhythm + rhythm
of 'neutral'

76

0 (16)
0 (5)

(16)
(5)
(15)
(2)

6 (15)
0 (41)
25 (16)
4 (22)

0 (16)
0 (5)

44 (16)
38 (29)

6 (16)
0 (25)

6
0
0
0

63
66
0
0

0
0
0
0

(16) 69 (15) 13 (15)
(13) 64 (11) 8 (13)
(16) 6 (16) 13 (16)
(38) 0 (20) 6 (17)

(16) 38 (16)
(8) 38 (21)
(16) 13 (16)
(29) 0 (8)

(14)
(9)
(15)
(21)

44
60
25
0

(16)
(29)
(16)
(15)

81 (16)
92 (36)

(16)
(22)
(16)
(39)
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Table XXI continued
information eliminated sadness
parameter(s)
resynth.
atylizecl

neutral
utterance
wi th

stylizecl
intonation
contours,

whole of
voice
quality +
microintonation

50 (16)
80 (5)

anger

fear

7 (15) 13 (15)
0 (5) 17 (12)

1

disgust

surprise

56 (16)
59 (17)

100 (16)
100 (46)

neutral 1

1

teq,o and

rbythlll of

..,tional
the

utterances

TABLES

77

78
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Figures
Figure I

An

example picture of a pitch contour which can be generated

by STEP

,s

1-,o S

Figure II

Graphic representations of the original intanation curves of
the emotional utterances (dotted) vith their stylizations
(solid)

Graphic representation of the original intcmation curve of 'sadness'
(dotted) with its stylization (solid)
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Pigure II continued

Graphic representation of the original intonation curve of 'anger' (dottecl)
witb its atylization (solid)
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Graphic representation of the original intonation curve of 'fear' (dotted)
witb its stylization (solid)
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Figure II continueel
Graphic representation of the original intonation curve of 'disgust'
(clotted) with its stylization (solid)
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Graphic representation of the original intonation curve of 'surprise'
(clottecl) with its stylization (solid)
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Figure

II

continued

Graphic representation of the original intonation curve of 'neutra!'
(dotted) with its stylization (solid)
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Graphic representaticns of stylizecl cantours of the emoticnal
utterances (dotted) with the STEP variants best resembling
these (solid)

Figure III

Graphic representation of stylized contour of •sadness' (dotted) with the
STEP variant best resembling this stylized contour (solid)
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Graphic representation of stylized contour of •anger' (dotted) with the
STEP variant best resembling this stylized contour (solid)
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Pigure III CCB'ltinued
Graphic representation of stylized contour of 'fear' (dotted) with the STEP
variant best resembling this stylized cantour (solid)
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Pigure III continued
Graphic representation of stylized contour of 'surprise' (dotted) with the
STEP variant best resembling this stylized contour (solid)
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Graphic representation of stylized contour of 'neutra!' (dotted) with the
STEP variant best resembling this stylized contour (solid)
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Graphic representations of the amplitude of the diphone and
of the original emotional utterances indicating the duration
of the phonemes

Figure IV

Graphic representation of the amplitude of the diphone utterance indicating
the duration of the phonemes
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Graphic representation of the amplitude of'sadness' indicating the duration
of the phonemes
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'

Figure IV continueel
Graphic representation of the amplitude of •anger' indicating the duration
of the phonemes
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Graphic representation of the amplitude of 'fear' indicating the duration
of the phonemes
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Figure IV continueel
Graphic

representation of the amplitude of
duration of the phonelles

'disgust'

indicating the
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Figure IV continueel
Graphic representatian of the amplitude of
duratian of the phanemes

'neutra!'

indicating the
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Appendices
Appendix I

Instructions to the speakers of experiment I
Name:

OCcupation:

Age:

Fora study on the recognizability of emotion in English speech some vocal
expressions of emotions are needed.
You will be asked to read out one and the same sentence seven times, each
time expressing a particular emotion.
The sentence is: He expects to be here on Monday.
The emotions which are to be expressed by reading out this sentence are:
joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, surprise and neutrality.
In expressing a particular emotion it may help to imagine yourself in an
appropriate situation in which you would express the sentence with that
emotion.
You are allowed to make any number of attempts until you are satisfied with
your last attempt.
The order in which the emotions are to be expressed is given below. Before
uttering the sentence, please say which emotion you are going to express.

-joy

He expects to be here on Monday.

sadness

He expects to be here on Monday.

anger

He expects to be here on Monday.

fear

He expects to be here on Monday.

c:lisgust

He expects to be here on Monday.

surprise

He expects to be here on Monday.

neutrality

He expects to be here on Monday.
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Appendix II

Instructions to the listeners of experilllent I
You are about to take part in an experiment on the recognizability of
emotion in English speech.
Ina moment you are going to hear 70 recordings of the sentence: He expects
to be here on Monday •.
Male speakers of English
uttered this sentence wi th seven different
emotions:
joy

sadness
anger
fear
disgust
surprise
neutrality
You are asked to listen to the recordings and to indicate on your answer
sheets which emotion you think the speaker tried to express. You are to
indicate your choice by encircling one and only one emotion on your answer
sheet for each utterance.
-'!bere are two blocks of 35 utterances each. In each block speakers and
emotions have been put in random order.
'lbe first block starts with a beep. A beep is also given after every tenth
utterance. On your answer sheets this bas been indicated by a white space
after every tenth answer. The block ends with two beeps.
After a short pause, the second block is started, again with one beep at
the beginning, a beep after every tenth utterance and two beeps at the end
of the block. For this second block of utterances, you are to use the
second set of answer sheets.
-'lbe duration of the experiment is about half an hour.
Before the tape is started, would you please fill in the following:
male/female:
age:
occupation:
If you are interested in the results of this experiment, please fill in
your name and address. When I will have finished writing Itrf thesis, which
deals with the subject of emotion in English speech, a summary of it will
be sent to you.

name:
address:
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Answer sheet for the listeners of experiment I
Block I
joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral

joy

sadness

anger

fear

disgust

surprise

neutral
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Appendix III

Instructians to the listeners of experiment II
U gaat meedoen aan een pilot experiment over de herkenbaarheid van emotie
in Engelse computerspraak.
Dit experiment bestaa~ uit twee delen.
U krijgt steeds de volgende zin te horen:

He expects to be here on Monday.
Met deze zin is geprobeerd één van de volgende emoties tot uitdrukking te
brengen:
droefheid
boosheid
angst
walging
verbazing
neutraal
In het eerste deel van het experiment krijgt u 30 zinnen te horen die
gemaakt zijn met computerspraak. Deze zijn willekeurig geordend wat betreft
emotie. Elke zin wordt twee keer achter elkaar aangeboden. u wordt verzocht
na elke tweede aanbieding van een zin op uw antwoordformulier te omcirkelen
welke emotie u denkt gehoord te hebben.
U dient op uw antwoordformulier slechts één antwoord voor elke zin te
omcirkelen. Ook wordt u verzocht op uw antwoordformulier aan te geven in
welke mate u vindt dat de zin de door u gekozen emotie weergeeft. U kunt
hiervoor drie keuzes maken: zwak, matig en sterk.
Eerst krijgt u als oefening twee zinnen (beide twee keer achter elkaar) te
horen waarvoor u op uw antwoordformulier niets hoeft in te wllen. De band
wordt dan even gestopt. u heeft dan de gelegenheid eventuele vragen te
stellen. Hierna begint het feitelijke experiment. Eerst krijgt u twee
piepjes te horen. Hierna wordt elke zin twee keer achter elkaar aangeboden.
Na elk vijfde paar krijgt u weer een piepje te horen. Aan het einde van het
eerste deel van het experiment krijgt u twee piepjes te horen.
Hierna begint het tweede deel van het experiment. Hiervoor heeft u een
tweede set antwoordformulieren. In dit deel van het experiment krijgt u de
zin: He expects to be here on Monday 15 keer te horen. Deze keer is de zin
echter niet met computerspraak gemaakt, maar met echte spraak. Dit deel van
het experiment begint meteen, d.w.z. er worden geen zinnen als oefening
gegeven. Verder zijn de instructies hetzelfde als voor deel I van het
experiment.
Het experiment duurt ongeveer 15 minuten.
Wilt u hieronder het volgende inwllen:
man,/Vrouw:
leeftijd:
Hartelijk dank voor uw medewerking.
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Translatian of instructions to the listeners of experiment II
You are about to take part in a pilot experiment on the recognizability of

emotion in English computer speech.

This experiment consists of two parts.
You are going to hear a number of recordings of the following sentence:
t

He expects to be here on Monday.
It has been tried to express one of the following emotions on this
sentence:

sadness
anger
fear

disgust
surprise
neutral
In the first part of the experiment you will hear 30 sentences which have
been made by means of computerspeech. These have been ordered randomly as
far as emotion is concemed. Every sentence will be presented twice. Af ter
every second presentation of a sentence, you are asked to encircle on your
answer sheet which emotion you think was expressed.

on your answer sheet you are to fill in only one answer per sentence. You
are also asked to indicate on your answer sheet to what extent you think
the emotion you have chosen is a representation of that emotion. For this
you can make three choices: weak, moderate and strong.
You will first hear two sentences for practice (both two times in
succession) • For these sentences you do not have to f ill in anything on
your answer sheet. Then the tape is stopped and you can ask any questions.
After this the actual experiment will start. You will first hear two beeps.
After this every sentence will be presented twice. After every fifth pair
you will hear a beep. At the end of the first part of the experiment you
will hear two beeps.
After this the second part of the experiment will start. For this part you
have a second set of answer sheets. In this part of the experiment you will
hear the sentence He expects to be here on Monday 15 times. However, this
time the sentence has not been made by means of computerspeech, but by
means of real speech. This part of the experiment will start at once, i.e.,
no sentences will be given for practice. For the rest the instructions are
the same as for part I of the experiment.
The duration of the experiment is about 15 minutes.
Would you please fill in the following:
male/female:
age:
Thank you very mch for your cooperation.
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Answer sheet for the listeners of experiment II
Deel I

1.

droefheid
zwak

2.

droefheid
zwak

3.

droefheid
zwak

4.

droefheid
zwak

s.

droefheid
zwak

6.

droefheid
zwak

7.

droefheid
zwak

8.

droefheid
zwak

9.

droefheid
zwak

10.

droefheid
zwak
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boosheid

angst

angst

angst

angst

matig
boosheid

angst

angst

angst

angst

•tig

neutraal

walging

verbazing

neutraal

walging

verbazing

neutraal

walging

verbazing

neutraal

walging

verbazing

neutraal

walging

verbazing

neutraal

verbazing

neutraal

verbazing

neutraal

sterk
angst

matig
boosheid

verbazing

sterk

matig
boosheid

walging

sterk

•tig
boosheid

neutraal

sterk

•tig
boosheid

verbazing

sterk

•tig

boosheid

walging

sterk

•tig
boosheid

neutraal

sterk

•tig
boosheid

verbazing

sterk

•tig
boosheid

walging

walging
sterk

angst

walging
sterk
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Appendix 'IV

Inatructians to the listeners of experiment III
You are about to take part in an experiment on the recognizabili ty of
emotion in Bristish English speech.
Ina moment you are going to hear 160 recordings of the sentence:
He expects to be here on Monday.
You are asked to listen to the recordings and to indicate on your answer
sheets which of the following emotions you think is expressed:
sadness
anger
fear
disgust
surprise
neutral
You are to indicate your choice by encircling one and only one emotion on
your answer sheet for each utterance. Each utterance will be presented
twice. You are also asked to indicate on your answer sheet to what extent
you think the emotion you have chosen is a representation of that emotion:
bad representation
moderate representation

good representation

You are to indicate this by encircling one of these gradations on your
answer sheet.
You will first hear five utterances to practice (every utterance will be
presented twice). For these utterances you will not have to encircle an
answer on you answer sheet. These utterances are presented in order to give
you an impression of the kind of utterances you can expect. After these
five utterances have been presented, there will be a short pause in which
you can ask questions in case something is not clear.
After this the proper set of utterances will be started.
'l'here are two blocks of 80 utterances each. Within each block emotions have
been put in randan order.
'!be first block starts with two beeps. A single beep is given after every
tenth utterance. After every tenth utterance you should start to use a new
answer sheet of your set of answer sheets. The block ends with two beeps.
After a short pause, the second block is started, again with two beeps at
the begiMing, a single beep after every tenth utterance and two beeps at
the end of the block. For this second block you are to use the second set
of answer sheets.
'!be duration of the experiment is about three quarters of an hour.
Would you please fill in the following:
APPENDICES
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male/female:
age:
occupation:
'l'hank you very much for your cooperation.
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Answer sheet for the listeners of experiment

II

Block 1

1.

sadness
bad

2.

sadness
bad

3.

sadness
bad

4.

sadness
bad

s.

sadness
bad

6.

sadness
bad

7.

sadness
bad

8.

sadness
bad

9.

sadness
bad

10.

sadness
bad

APPENDICES

ang~r
moderate
anger
moderate
anger
moderate
anger
moderate

anger
moderate
anger
moderate
anger
moderate
anger
moderate
anger
moderate
anger
moderate

fear

good
fear

good
fear

good
fear

good
fear
good
fear

good
fear

good
fear

good
fear
good
fear

good

disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
disgust

surprise

neutral

representation
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